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Executive Summary 

The Business Strand report describes the results achieved in the first year by the project activities 

in gathering the user requirements of the Cultural Heritage (CH) sector; defining and planning for a 

“Business Cycle” for 3D-COFORM; planning and implementing tools testing and deployment 

experiments; strategy and socio-economic impact evaluation; establishing the Virtual Centre of 

Competence in 3D (VCC-3D) and addressing Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) issues. 

Although the user requirements have already been described in deliverable D2.1, improvements 

have been made in identifying and focusing the final user requests, via the use of real case studies 

and input which shaped the activities in the Business Strand. This has created a better interaction 

with the CH professionals and a deeper understanding for those involved in technical 

developments. 

During the first year of collaboration with the technical strand, the Business Strand has developed 

the following actions: 

 Design of business processes for using digitisation tools and 

 Planning of initial tools testing and deployment experiments. 

 Conduct of initial deployment experiments with maturing existing tools together with CH 
institutions. 

 Identifying a methodology for strategy and socio-economic impact evaluation. 

 Analysis of business models to generate input and help shape business models for the VCC-
3D. 

To achieve this, both the technical and business areas need to work in parallel, but collaboratively, 

in a cycle of planning, deploying and assessing the tools and the processes for their use. In 

addressing the practical business requirements of cultural institutions, 3D-COFORM will formulate 

the basis on which to establish a VCC-3D, taking into account the range of potential services, the 

mechanisms for their delivery, likely costs and potential revenue streams. 
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1 Introduction 

The central objective of 3D-COFORM is to make the 3D digitisation of artefacts and sites a practical 
and standard way of documenting “tangible” Cultural Heritage (CH). For this, 3D-COFORM will 
advance the state-of-the-art in 3D technologies, developing state-of-the-art 3D digitisation, 
navigation and searching technologies; critically, it will identify and research the organisational 
strategies, business processes and operational conditions under which it would be possible for 
these technologies to be deployed effectively in CH organisations. To achieve this, a number of 
contributing objectives need to be met in the technical domains of 3D digitisation and semantic 
organisation of data. In addition, the project needs to understand the strategic and operational 
implications of 3D digital assets to a CH organisation - the collection and use of 3D digital assets in 
sustainable models of business operations that take into account strategic planning based on the 
results of socio-economic impact analysis. 

3D-COFORM's Business Strand is complementary to the Technical Strands, working alongside them 
to identify and develop processes to deploy 3D mass digitization using competitive new 
technologies and to enhance the sector’s competence base in using them. Mass digitization is the 
process which will enable technical experts, and potentially every CH institution, to acquire large 
quantities of 3D digital assets. All the results achieved serve as input to, and are exploited by, the 
Sector Engagement Strand that also helps to collect user requirements and feedback from CH 
professionals to assist in developing appropriate technologies and business processes. 

The vision of 3D mass digitization from the 3D-COFORM perspective requires the following issues 
to be addressed: 

 Gathering the user requirements of the CH sector 

 Defining and planning for a “Business Cycle” for deploying 3D-COFORM tools 

 Planning and implementing tools testing and deployment experiments 

 Strategy and socio-economic impact evaluation 

 Addressing IPR issues 

In addition to establish the VCC-3D, 3D-COFORM needs to: 

 Define the relationship between the suppliers of services, the services the VCC-3D provides and CH 
institutions 

 Define a sustainable business model for the VCC-3D and agree it with stakeholders 

 Develop prototype services that the VCC-3D will deliver and get feedback from the target audience 

 Establish the VCC-3D as a legal entity 

Several approaches were adopted during the user requirements activity (see deliverable D2.1) to 
get input from different user perspectives. D2.1 reports on a number of activities used to collect 
user requirements. These include direct consultations between individual technical partners and 
the CH institutions with which they collaborate; documenting prior experience of all partners; 
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attendance and discussions at events where numbers of CH professionals gather; the 
development of case studies; and the formation a high-level Sector Advisory Board, who are 
consulted on a regular basis. The case studies acted as a way of recognising and consolidating user 
requirements for a particular application and contributed a focus to the tools and deployment 
activities of the technical strands. The Sector Advisory Board has been establishing a better 
interaction with CH professionals through the experience and expertise of senior professionals 
working in the sector.  

During the first year of the project, a first draft of a “Business Cycle” has been conceptualized. This 
aims to identify a systematic process for developing the sector's capacity for 3D mass digitization 
and subsequently bringing this potential capacity to fruition. This process considers the stages of 
planning, deploying and assessing the activities conducted during the digitisation process and the 
research objectives of experiments in deploying this cycle.  

The activities planned for tool testing and deployment experiments will provide a research base 
for the issues CH organisations will face when deploying innovative 3D technologies for the 
digitisation of their assets. Inevitably adapting to these technologies will impact on their current 
practices, which will require further support, not only from the technology perspective, but also 
from a business perspective. This is because to enable mass digitization within small, medium and 
large CH organisations, it is necessary to address strategy issues, business models for the 
exploitation of the 3D technologies and assessing the socio-economic impact of 3D digital 
collections. The developments in this area include reviewing previously proposed business models 
for the sector as well as further elaborating and adapting methodologies for impact assessment 
themselves.  

In the medium term, the project expects to establish the VCC-3D as a sustainable legal entity 
capable of providing independent advice and access to services to the sector. Work has therefore 
been conducted to gather information about the possible forms that the VCC-3D could take, as 
well as business models for the development of 3D assets especially during its phase of 
demonstrator. Other issues considered are enabling the VCC-3D to access and provide support to 
CH organisations to use 3D technologies in a sustainable manner. 

The interest from Europeana to collaborate with 3D-COFORM for the distribution of 3D content 
has provided a focus for questions about how to handle copyright and IPR for the 3D assets and 
collections, and also the access to data and metadata available via the 3D-COFORM repository 
described in deliverable D3.1. 

The activities within the Business Strand include panel discussions during the Sector Advisory 
Board meeting held in Paris in February 2009, the 3D-COFORM workshop held in Malta in 
September 2009, the Integration Week in Darmstadt in October 2009 and the first “3D-COFORM 
Training in 3D Acquisition and Data Processing” in November 2009 in Cyprus. These discussions 
and other developments and plans will be detailed within the following sections.  

Section 2 presents the specific user requirements for the Business Strand, while section 3 presents 
a proposed business cycle for 3D-COFORM. Sections 4, 5 and 6 detail the activities relating to 
tools, their testing and deployment experiments. Section 7 presents the methodologies behind 
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strategy and socio-economic impact evaluation. Section 8 describes IPR issues followed by 
preliminary studies and VCC-3D feasibility. Finally, Section 10 presents the conclusions. 
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2 User requirements for the 3D-COFORM Business Strand 

From the user perspective, the CH organisation partners in the project and members of the Sector 
Advisory Board have already expressed their requirements in the different areas of the Business 
Strand of 3D-COFORM. The following subsections will describe this, some of which have already 
been reported in the deliverable 2.1 and others of which were acquired during other first year 
activities in the Business Strand.  

2.1 Digitisation business processes 

CH professionals have expressed specific concerns when envisaging 3D digitisation documentation 
campaigns in their organisations. These needs are concerned mainly with the questions of why, 
what, how and when.  

For instance, CH organisations consider that 3D digitisation needs to be an integral part of the 
overall strategy of the institution. In some users’ words, there is still a need to demonstrate 3D’s 
use within CH organisations, whilst other professionals are clear about the advantages and 
potential that they see in this form of documentation. If many museums are not ready to embark 
on large-scale deployment, this is not only because of the perceived lack of technology and 
knowledge, but also because the lack of awareness of the advantages of 3D within the different 
departments, so understandably there is a consequent lack of demand. Raising awareness of the 
technologies is needed to combat this, but should also address the practical fears of CH 
professionals about using the technologies. For instance, concerns are voiced about: the safety of 
the items exposed to laser light during scanning; or over obtaining permission to digitise and 
subsequently about control over the digital assets; challenges about physical access for 
digitisation; over the costs of digitisation in comparison to the known costs of established 
techniques; and about the fragile nature of digital assets due to technological obsolescence. 

Many of the expected advantages of 3D documentation and its integration with more 
conventional data sources and metadata will only be appreciated as working practices for 3D 
digitisation becomes established and operationally mundane. Conservators are naturally and 
rightly suspicious of “exotic” techniques and untested methods that also require adaptation of 
working practices that have been established through long experience. 

Nevertheless advocates and early adopters within the CH sector envisage real advantages of 3D 
documentation: 

 3D will always provide potential for more complete documentation than any number of 2D 
images (although 3D may be derived from those images) and typically has the potential to be a 
more compact representation. 

 3D digital assets empower a wider range of potential analyses, exploring spatial and geometric 
relations within and between artefacts. 

 3D digital assets can be explored up to a point as a surrogate for accessing the physical 
artefact, potentially reducing wear and tear on the original. 
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 Access to 3D digital assets may be arranged more simply than access to the physical – for 
example for assets that are fragile or in storage (or both), or remote access for planning visits 
etc. 

 3D digital assets provide documentation that may be useful in case of loss, damage or 
deterioration of the original. These may be used in situations ranging from evidence to guide 
restoration of individual artefacts; reassembly of fragmented or damaged artefacts; condition 
monitoring; and proving provenance of stolen or mislaid artefacts. 

 3D digital assets have the potential to provide an alternate route to commercial exploitation 
ranging from the manufacture of replicas as souvenirs to the inclusion of digital versions within 
interactive edutainment applications. It is clear that these uses are seen as potential threats by 
some CH organisations - leading to an understandable emphasis on issues of copyright, 
watermarking and control. These issues are almost certainly equally important in any scenario 
that places emphasis, as most governmental agencies do, on increasing the public return from 
access and communication about Cultural Heritage. 

However, budgets for museums are currently established to address requirements for the physical 
preservation and not the additional work in preservation of the digital assets. This means that the 
maintenance costs of digital preservation are entirely additional to those for the physical artefacts. 
Hence, there needs to be a business case for making 3D technologies part of the long-term 
preservation strategy based on additional benefits (e.g. in order to mitigate against the risks of the 
original artefact being damaged, and the other benefits list above). 

It was also acknowledged that a digitisation campaign is potentially complex. It typically consists of 
many small tasks with many people involved in field or office work. With current tools the 
digitisation campaign could take from several days to several months, and the post-digitisation 
work could more than double the period spent acquiring the raw data. Digitisation technologies 
are evolving day-by-day and can include a mixture of hardware, such as digital cameras and laser 
scanners. To handle this complexity, CH organisations need to acquire or develop internal 
expertise or either to undertake exercises in house or to work with support from external experts.  

A very important aspect is to document the equipment and the methods used during the 
digitisation campaign. This can be very useful when making future decisions based on comparing 
technologies or equipment manufacturers. This can also help when making benchmarks for the 
digitisation processes (which mix of technologies/equipment produced best results). 

The time and exact location of the campaign is yet another important factor, particularly for 
external campaigns. It might be very useful information to know about when and where the 
digitisation was done, especially for photographs and texture acquisitions when the sun direction 
and intensity can affect the produced textures, or the quality of a reflective object. Quality issues 
of the acquisition and processing of the data should also be taken into account for future 
reference.  For internal campaigns the environmental conditions may also be relevant. 
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2.2 Intellectual Property Rights 

As noted above, copyright and IPR are crucial issues for CH organisations, which should be 
considered by the project. Experience with the digital economy for music and film or video, and 
the long-term ownership of those assets, suggests that other sectors may have developed 
appropriate business models by the time there is a critical mass of 3D CH content. The recent 
Google and author’s copyright agreement and class settlement did not result in many ‘opting out’. 
A direct comparison cannot be made between the Audio-visual sector and 3D heritage artefacts. 
One recommendation from the Sector Advisory Group was to be very practical and create and 
upload objects and leave Europeana to resolve the wider issues when a certain volume had been 
created. However, anticipation that there is a risk may raise a very severe obstruction to the rapid 
adoption of 3D digital documentation. There was a feeling that for countries that are more 
conservative about IPR issues, a solution is needed to this barrier for using the content. It was 
therefore considered necessary to ensure that items are digitised such that they cannot be 
reproduced and ‘sold’. 

The Sector Advisory Board also considered that there would be an issue of ownership clarification 
particularly in compound and post-processed digital artefacts, which the project will develop. 
Examples include objects that have been recreated digitally from physical evidence and 
interpretation, and the IPR in the assembly of those objects that will be part of the 3D-COFORM 
distributed exhibition.  

2.3 VCC-3D 

From the user consultations, the sector appears to require independent sources for high-quality 
advice in order to support decision-making about strategic developments in this field. This 
supports the view that the project should establish a sustainable VCC-3D, which will support CH 
institutions considering 3D digitisation campaigns, from an independent viewpoint. The Centre 
could, and perhaps should, also encourage and support organisations and individuals engaged in 
generating user-created content. 

CH organisations considered that the issues which should be considered for the development of 
the VCC-3D include the planning of services, the costs of running the centre, interaction with 
national and EU strategies, political agreement regarding interfacing to Europeana and 
establishing the VCC‐3D as a source of trusted content. There is the need to have national 
strategies for CH digitization and preservation of digitisation as well as linking the VCC-3D with 
these national strategies through each partner. The importance of engagement and exposure to 
national strategies for digitisation and to the Europeana was emphasised. This provides a political 
/ legislative opportunity for the project. Items to take into account when formulating business 
models for VCC‐3D include: 

 Access, geographic spread and business process 

 The need to maintain a role as a trusted, independent and not‐for‐profit source of advice 

 Balance of competencies available and required 
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 Relationships with other centres of competence, EU projects, Europeana, and national 
bodies 

 Potential income streams, including subscribing members and partners and services 
operated on a fee-paying basis 

These requirements from the CH sector will be tackled by the Business Strand activities using a 
holistic approach. The following section will describe the methodology to achieve this, followed by 
the activities developed during the first year. 
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3 Business cycle for 3D-COFORM 

One of the aims of 3D-COFORM is to develop tools to enable 3D digitisation within CH 
organisations on a large scale. In particular, the Business Strand activities are concerned with the 
question: how can the technologies developed within the project be deployed to support mass 
digitisation? To address this question, the tools developed within 3D-COFORM will be tested. The 
working practices, that their use - in "real" conditions implies, will be trialled; as well as developing 
and testing tools to address strategic aspects, such as planning  and measuring the socio economic 
impact of their use within CH organisations. Other issues such as the training required for their use 
will also be evaluated. The results and feedback will suggest further refinement and development 
of the tools according to the 3D-COFORM development model. They will also help to identify good 
practice and guidelines and be useful input to the research on sustainable business models for the 
VCC-3D. 

 

Figure 1. 3D-COFORM Business Cycle 

 

The business cycle for 3D-COFORM (see figure 1) is a three steps cycle: planning, deploying and assessing. 

This will be discussed in the following sections. 
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3.1 Planning 

Planning is a fundamental and crucial task necessary to the success of any project of any size, but it is 

necessary to consider that each aspect of a deployment exercise (training, testing, digitizing, exhibiting) is 

different from each other and planned monitoring of each offers the potential to gather new results. Each 

deployment also varies according to the type of material to be acquired, the available time and the time for 

which access is available, the budget required and the availability of project and other contributing funds, 

the staff skills, the geographic location and numerous other factors. Hence for each deployment, we need 

to develop a project plan to fit its particular circumstances. 

Planning must take into account all the aspects of the project including not only the short-term 

opportunities and goals, but more importantly the contribution a deployment exercise needs to make to 

the longer term goals – in particular the way each exercise contributes to developing knowledge and 

understanding of the practical issues which need to be solved to achieve practical and scalable tools for 

mass digitization in 3D. Thus each plan needs to examine the constraints, the workflow, the methodology, 

IPR issues, dissemination and assessment and to embed monitoring into the planning, execution and 

evaluation of the deployment experiment. 

In order to support the planning of the Business Strand activities, “storyboards” or “use-case 
scenarios” will be used. Although the list has not been finalised, there is a set of candidate 
scenarios which are currently being evaluated for their potential to contribute to the longer-term 
goals. Some of these are based on the scenarios of deliverable D2.1 and were discussed during the 
meetings held in Paris in February 2009, as well as at the first Integration Week in Darmstadt, 
October 2009. They include the following: 

 Archaeological site documentation: the aim is to acquire a complete archaeological site and 
enable archaeologists to document it using the 3D resulting model. The challenges here 
include digitisation in uncontrolled lighting conditions in the open air, digitization over an 
extended area, but requiring detailed recording, and recording artefacts as they are 
uncovered and extracted. Such an exercise would make use of photogrammetry and time of 
flight laser scanning along with the processes of ensuring registration of the 3D 
documentation with archaeologists’ notes on the contexts being investigated and other 
elements of traditional archaeological excavations. 

 Wild Goat style vases repository for shared annotation: the aim is to highlight the potential 
in using the 3D-COFORM repository and the annotation feature to work and exchange 
information with colleagues working on the same subject in other European museums. The 
Wild Goat style was a form of vase painting produced in the east Greece between circa 650 
to 550 BCE. Digitisation for this material would be under controlled laboratory conditions 
and might include structured light scanning and multi-view image-based capture, again with 
the needs to secure cross-referencing to additional information from museum records. 
Issues here would potentially include the conduct of equivalent digitisation campaigns at 
multiple sites and the need to design and deliver training to multiple venues. Style based 
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comparisons also offer the opportunity to test grammar based analysis of decorative style, 
as and when tools in that area become available. 

 

   

                                       (a)                                                                    (b)           

Figure 2. Storyboard images: a) View of part of the PaSyDy site in Nicosia b) An oinochoe of the Wild Goat 

Style. Camiros, Rhodes, ca.625 BCE. Louvre 

 

 Louvre architectural evolution documents: the aim is to create some simulation of how the 
Louvre could look today if different choices had been made as a result of the architectural 
competition for the development of the Louvre Palace. Amongst the architects working on 
the Louvre at that time we have individuals such as Bernini, Le Vau, Le Brun and Rainaldi. 
This case might allow grammar based 3D design style reconstruction and test hypotheses 
about the intent of the architects beyond the evidence of the facades. 

 Digital replica documentation: the aim is to collect and document information about objects 
for which physical replicas (casts) have been generated in the past – typically in the mid-
1800s when this form of 3D documentation was quite common. For example, casts were 
taken of Trajan’s column in the 1860s and several copies are now on show including a full 
size reconstruction in two parts in the Casts Court of the V&A. Scanning at least a quadrant 
of the original and of the cast could provide information on the degeneration of the original 
over time. Scanning examples of the original moulds would shed light on the accuracy of the 
original manufacture of the casts and a digitisation of the complete column could also serve 
to tell the story of the Trajan’s campaigns in Dacia (in what is now modern Romania) 
between AD 101-106. 
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Figure 3. Storyboard images:  Le Louvre, design of the “Colonnades” by Bernini, 1666. BnF A 15000. 

 

 Sussex Sculptures Project: the aim is to enable volunteers to generate 3D assets of the public 
sculptures in the Sussex area of the UK. This will enable studying the potential of user-groups 
to be mobilized to create a volume of user-created content of an acceptable quality. Likely 
tools to be tested would include photogrammetry based around the ARC 3D tool and 
MeshLab or scanning technologies where possible under the environmental conditions, 
background expertise and training of the volunteers. 

 Unifying artefacts and archaeological sites: the aim is to highlight the potential of 3D 
technology to bring together digitally the artefacts which reside in museum collections and 
the original archaeological site at which they were found. This would test authoring, scene 
assembly, navigation and display, including the Integrated Viewer Browser’s capability to 
display digital artefacts in multiple formats at interactive rates. 

 

   

                                     (a)                                                   (b)                                         (c) 

Figure 4. Storyboard images: a) The plaster casts laid out at eye level in the Museum of Roman Civilization 

in Rome b) St Michael Overcoming Satan, Petworth, West Sussex c) Example of cameo on ivory 
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 Florentine Ivories and Cameos: the aim is to recreate a ‘unit’ of the original collections that 
have been spread around in different museums in the Florentine territory. This represents a 
big challenge from a technical point of view as ivories and cameos are extremely difficult to 
acquire, due to their translucent and specular surfaces and intricate carved details. The 
exercise would act as a potential test case for the mini-dome developed by the University of 
Leuven which would be particularly appropriate for the cameos. 

                                                     

It is intended that these storyboards will focus the deployment of tools in experiments using the collection 

of artefacts and sites of which the CH partners are guardians. Hence, after an initial project planning phase, 

there will be opportunities for update at each stage of the workflow to react to the experiences to date in 

order to maximise the reinforcement between areas of the project. This will also allow the possibility of 

updating the plan and to accommodate unexpected opportunities and events more efficiently. 

For planning, we are adopting widely used project management approaches and will concentrate on 

ensuring that plans are coordinated between all contributing aspects of the project, with the Business 

Strand receiving updated tools, documentation and training materials and referring back the results of the 

deployment experience and feedback on tools’ performance in practical deployment situations. 

3.2 Deployment 

Deployment of an experiment is a complicated task especially when we have multiple activities, such as in 

the case of 3D-COFORM.  

Following on from the planning phase, the actual deployment comprises of three areas: 

1. Training: refer to D11.1 for the training activity deployment, conceived as part of the Sector 

Engagement Strand but tightly linked to our activities in terms of coordination; 

2. Testing: refer to chapter 5 for a description of testing activities; 

3. Deployment: refer to Chapter 6 for the experiments that have already been run. 

The project will undertake the following steps in order to plan and conduct these activities: 

1. Identifying the 3D-COFORM tools which are reaching a stage of maturity suitable for experiments in 

their use (e.g. a software application for manipulation digital artefacts or a hardware device for 3D 

digitisation) and the processes to use these tools. These processes will be organized within a 

framework which takes into account the bigger picture than just the steps required to use a tool. 

Hence, issues such as the strategic planning methods used for selecting the tool, and the expertise 

and training required to use the tool will be considered. This will also take into account the concerns 

raised during the user requirements consultations. 

2. Test the usability and acceptability of the tools. Developers will receive feedback on these tests for 

the continuous improvements of the tools. The projects approach and policy on the different roles 
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for testing is described in more detail in deliverable D3.1. Tests under the Business Strand address 

the higher levels of System testing; Acceptance testing and; Release testing. 

3. Perform deployment experiments to test the business process for using the tools. These experiments 

will test strategy, deployment and socio-economic impact assessment tools and techniques. The 

results of these tests will be used to enrich the knowledge base for the future operation of the VCC-

3D. 

3.3 Assessment 

The methodology adopted for the Business Strand will take into account the different type of testing used 

for the verification and validation of the software components within workpackages 3-9. This software 

development process starts with the analysis of the sector requirements for implementing the 3D-COFORM 

system, and intercalates design and development activities with testing activities along the process (see 

figure 5).  

 

Figure 5. Software development process and interaction with testing 

  

Within this framework, the tools will be validated during the Business Strand activities in the following 

ways: 

- System testing: the system as a whole is verified and validated. This step is done in conjunction with 
the Technical Strand as the verification step is done by developers; while the validation is done by 
users during the following types of testing. 

- Acceptance testing: the tool is validated against its requirements by the users.  
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- Release testing: the business process of using the tools is evaluated. These processes will be 
conceptualised and generalised to fit within a wider business process for mass digitisation.  

While the testing conducted within the technical strand corresponds to the quantitative evaluation of the 

performance of the tools, the acceptance and release testing represent a qualitative measure. They have as 

an objective to assess the efficiency, effectiveness, robustness and user's satisfaction not only of tools, but 

also for the business model itself, the training and the testing activity.  

The literature proposes several methods dealing with testing from the user perspective. We chose to use 

the holistic evaluation and scenario-based evaluation.  

Holistic testing involves the use of feedback to improve the tools in a top-down model. Hence, acceptance 

testing - which is referred to as acceptance and usability testing - will involve collecting and analysing 

feedback during consultation meetings, testing sessions, training and other 3D-COFORM activities.  

Scenario based evaluation is founded on the definition of a list of tasks to be done and tools to be used that 

the users will do during the evaluation. Tasks are the reproduction of the real activity done during a 

digitisation campaign. Hence, release testing – which is referred to as deployment experiments - will 

involve museums and CH organisations deploying the technologies under experimental conditions. Issues 

such as strategy and impact assessment will also be considered in each of these experiments. 

Moreover, in order to identify those processes required for large scale deployment, the training itself will 

also be evaluated with two specific aims: 1) to find the format and level of training which will be required 

for deploying the tools; 2) to support future plans for training. The methodology for the training evaluation 

will include collecting feedback and a content questionnaire (see Appendix C). This questionnaire will 

collect specific information on the workshop content, the time allocation, and the presentation mechanism 

and prior knowledge of the participants. 
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4 3D-COFORM tools for 3D digitisation  

It is envisaged that from the beginning of the project until its conclusion, 3D-COFORM tools have, 
and will continue to exhibit, different levels of maturity. Within this context, “tool” will be defined 
as “a software or hardware product supporting different kinds of users to create 3D collection 
items, to empower searching, browsing and annotation as well as to provide new ways to 
generate virtual presentations.” A tool can be composed of one or more components of the 3D-
COFORM integrated infrastructure. These components (see examples in figure 6) are described in 
deliverable D3.1. In addition, tools can be used together to form a processing pipeline, so that the 
output of each tool becomes the input for the next producing a final result. 

 

 

Figure 6. 3D-COFORM Tools, from left to right ARC 3D, Minidome, Sketching tool and Meshlab 

 

One of the first aims was the identification of these tools, their user base, their state of maturity 
and the processes that their use implies. Hence, an inventory of these tools is being conducted in 
order to collect this information. The tools have been grouped according to the main 
functionalities identified in the deliverable D3.1 (Integrated Repository Architecture & Design 
Specification): 

 Acquisition and Processing: These technologies are mainly used to produce representations of shape 

and, to a much more limited extent, of the colour or surface reflection properties of an artefact. They 

also deal with a 3D model; once this has been acquired. They are used for editing, cleaning, healing, 

inspecting and converting the model into a suitable format for documentation. 

 Storing, Searching and Browsing: These technologies enable 3D models to be stored along with other 

documentation using structured descriptions (ontologies, thesauri and taxonomies) from the CH 

domain. They also allow CH scholars to search and browse for specific data. 

 Modelling and Presenting: These technologies complete representations of existing 3D data acquired 

by other means. For example, they can complete the lost parts of scanned artefacts or the remains of 

historic sites. They also enable the authoring of informative and engaging presentations. These, both in 

CH institutions and over the internet, are the main distribution channels for the 3D content. They have 

a great potential for different uses; for instance to illustrate history for public dissemination and for 

scholarly research. 
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Once the tools have been identified, it is necessary to understand the processes required to use 

and test them. This documentation known as the “testing protocol” will be provided, in the first 

instance by the developers and secondly adapted by the Business Strand. This is critical to support 

further testing activities.  

The “testing protocol” will identify among other issues: assessment strategy, instructions for the 

experiment and analysis of the results. It is the aim that the protocols should make each test 

replicable with comparable results.  

Appendix A illustrates an example for the ARC 3D Webservice. This document contains three sections: 

 Testing strategy: information is given on the technologies being tested and the purpose of the test. 
For instance, questions which were gathered during the user consultations are included: if the tool 
and the process is usable? What is the advantage of using the tools? Does the tool have a user base? 
What is the business model for using the tool? Under which conditions the use of these tool make 
business sense? And whether the results are acceptable for CH processes? Further information 
specifies the resources required for the experiment, the type of artefacts which can be used, the 
targeted users of the tool, important terms and other references. This information could potentially 
be used during the planning stage of a digitisation project. 

 Testing instructions: include the environment which should be set up for the experiment and the 
procedure for this.  

 Results: specifies how to give feedback on the tools and the process as well as information on how to 
contribute the results of the experiment. Other assessments of the results might include evaluating 
the impact of the deployment of this technology, even if it is under experimental conditions. 
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5 Usability and acceptability testing 

During the first year of 3D-COFORM, new tools being developed had not reached sufficient maturity to 

enable testing. But consultation meetings (where further development of relatively mature tools and new 

tools at the design stage were discussed) and feedback during training activities on tools with a pre-existing 

level of maturity were used for testing the tools and for trialling this approach to testing. 

The aims of the consultation meetings were to involve CH professionals in further development of the most 

mature tools and in the initial conception of the others. The strategy of the consultation involved 

presenting the tools or initial ideas and encouraging feedback on these. Feedback, particularly on 

functionality and process/work-flow, was encouraged. 

Feedback was given on tools including the in-hand scanner, MeshLab, ARC 3D webservice, 3D viewers, GML 

sketcher, City engine, browsers and annotator. The functionalities of these tools were deemed to be very 

useful and beneficial for a diverse range of departments, such as curating and conservation as many of 

them are an unexplored area.  

   

Figure 7. VAST 3D-COFORM Workshop and 3D-COFORM Workshop in 3D Acquisition and Processing 

 

Comments and suggestions from consultations were collected on the usability and functionalities: these 

were varied for each tool, ranging from issues such as user interface to usability of the process. These were 

reported to developers during the VAST workshop “3D-COFORM: tools and expertise for 3D collection 

formation” (see figure 7).  

Additionally, feedback on the 3D acquisition and processing tools and the deployment process was 

gathered during the first 3D-COFORM training. The “Workshop in 3D Acquisition and Processing” was held 

in Nicosia, Cyprus from the 2-6 November 2009 (see figure 7). This training was dedicated to the most 

mature tools of the pipeline; including 3D scanners; ARC 3D Webservice as well as MeshLab. For the first 

time, archaeologists and CH professionals were able to follow the production pipeline of 3D models from 
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field data acquisition to the final product and could appreciate the pro and cons of different technologies 

such as those taught in the course. 

The training was highly interactive allowing the collection of feedback, comments, observations, and 

problems in using the tools. For this, an observer was present throughout the training to talk to 

participants; participants were encouraged to comment out-loud, make individual observations and give 

feedback. A final session was dedicated purely to discuss feedback on the tools, the process for using them 

and the training.  

CH partners from 3D-COFORM attended the workshop (see figure 8), including the Victoria and Albert 

Museum; C2RMF, Cyprus Institute, and CULTNAT (see list of participants in Appendix B). The programme 

involved a day of introductions, followed by three consecutive mornings spent working in the field learning 

to use 3D scanners and three consecutive afternoons spent working on the computer laboratory learning to 

use ARC 3D and Meshlab. Three different scanning technologies were used during the week, illustrating the 

capabilities, advantages and disadvantages of each of these technologies. 

 

Figure 8. Participants to the “Workshop on 3D Acquisition and Processing” in Nicosia, Cyprus 

 

During the training week, participants gave feedback focusing on the following issues with regards to the 

tools and the process for their use: 

 The usability of the tools and taking into account user requirements. Participants had discussions 
with developers, gave feedback and requested changes in the tools interface, in particular for 
MeshLab and ARC 3D. For example, functionalities such as undo functions and user-friendly 
interfaces were discussed. This dialogue was very important both for participants to understand the 
research issues in changing specific functionalities of the software (e.g. to automate a function) as 
well as for developers to understand real user requirements.  

 Identifying the applications, capabilities and conditions for using the tools. Participants suggested 

the need to generate guidelines on the applications and capabilities of the 3D acquisition 
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technologies. For example, assessing both which 3D scanner to use to acquire specific artefacts and 

the accuracy of the scanner. Although these guidelines depend on several factors, including the 

specific artefact to be acquired (size, material and access) and the purpose of its use, technical 

partners suggested that it might be possible to define general advice which could then be adapted 

according to specific conditions in CH organisations.  

These discussions identified the need to include some of this knowledge within the “deployment 

experiment protocol” for 3D scanning. Most importantly, the discussion highlighted the need to 

support the CH community to enable them to take decisions at early stages of the deployment 

process. This knowledge at early stages is critical as a strategy; funding and other business decisions 

are taken during this part of the process.  

 Barriers for large scale deployment. Some participants expressed the view that many museums are 

not ready to embark on large-scale deployment. This was not only because the lack of technology 

and knowledge, but also because the lack of awareness within the different departments of the 

advantages of 3D leading to a lack of demand. Discussions on how to achieve this indicated that 

people were convinced of the advantages but wanted to have good examples to demonstrate the 

use of 3D within their organisations (e.g. collaboration, restoration, reconstruction, public 

presentation). These comments highlighted the need to acknowledge and take into account the real 

barriers to embarking on large-scale digitisation in future deployment experiments, and address 

these first.   

It was also suggested that the importance of addressing business aspects of deployment, for instance 

what are the different models for acquiring equipment, maintaining and deploying them within a CH 

organisation, should be considered. Other business issues included raising awareness of the costs 

involved and how this product will benefit the organisations. 

 

5.1 Training evaluation 

With regards to the training, participants gave feedback on several issues included the content of 
the course and the format (place and time). The results of the content questionnaire are 
illustrated in Table 1.  
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List of topics Time allocation Content Teaching method Prior knowledge 

  
1 – too little; 
3 – just right;  
5 – too much 

1 – too easy; 
3 – just right; 
5 – too difficult 

1 – poor; 
3 – satisfactory; 
5 – excellent 

1 – studied 
before; 
3 – basic only; 
5 – new to me 

Introduction to 3D Scanning 3 2.9 4.3 2.3 

Introduction to photogrammetry 3 2.8 4.1 2.3 

Introduction to Meshlab 2.8 2.9 4.1 3.9 

Acquisition in Pasydy 2.9 2.8 3.6 3 

Merging and cleaning in Meshlab 3 2.9 4.5 4 

Acquisition in Pyrgos 2.8 2.9 3.8 3.1 

Theory on acquisition of colour 
information 

2.5 2.7 4.2 3.6 

Introduction to scanning for large 
areas 

2.6 2.7 3.4 2.8 

Reconstructing scanned mesh in 
Meshlab 

2.8 3 4.6 3.8 

Acquisition in Nicosia historical church 3.3 2.7 3.8 2.8 

Recommendations for using ARC 3D 
results 

2.6 3 4.5 3.2 

Auto Alignment/ multiscale 
representation 

2.5 3.1 4.3 3.7 

Processing results in 3D Reconstructor 2.5 3 3.4 2.9 

Finalising scanned mesh in Meshlab 2.8 3 4.5 3.9 

TOTAL (AVERAGE) 2.776 2.884 4.052 3.284 

Theory (AVERAGE) 2.70 2.87 3.97 3.07 

Practice  (AVERAGE) 2.86 2.90 4.16 3.36 

Work on the field  (AVERAGE) 3.00 2.80 3.73 2.97 

Work on the lab (AVERAGE) 2.74 2.91 4.17 3.31 

Table 1. Average results of the content evaluation questionnaire 
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These results indicate that the time allocation for each subject was just less than ideal. Participants 
were slightly more satisfied with the practical time allocation and the work in the field. During the 
feedback session, people suggested more time be dedicated to the laboratory exercises in learning 
to use the tools and to do less field acquisition. Some of the participants’ comments indicated that 
they needed more time in sessions, such as using results of ARC 3D Webservice and processing 
meshes in MeshLab. It is a fact that the balance is difficult to achieve, especially as people’s 
previous knowledge was very diverse. 

With regards to content, this was just right; again participants were slightly more satisfied with the 
practical exercises and the work in the laboratory. This was reflected as well in the teaching 
method; people being very satisfied with the trainers and the hands-on format of the training. 
Some of the comments from participants indicated that this was good practical experience, that it 
was very good to get hands-on training and that they wanted more time of this format of learning. 

Previous knowledge from people was very diverse. On average, people had basic knowledge on 
the theory but the practical issues were newer to them. This also explains why people wanted 
more of this content, favouring more practical exercises in the laboratory. This feedback identifies 
the need to balance the training towards more practical exercises with the 3D-COFORM tools 
during future training.  

Other comments on the content of the training included requests to include an overview of the 
current usage of 3D technologies (in this case acquisition) by other CH organisations. Another 
request was to improve the definition of the objectives of the training and the level of the training. 
This issue is linked to the identification of the users of the tools which the training is addressing. 
For instance, the first training had both CH and technical professionals, in particular 
photographers and media creators. This was a good reflection of the intended users of the tools; 
as participants felt that the user target for acquisition and processing technologies was mostly 
technical people, with input from CH professionals. Nevertheless, it was acknowledge that the 
tools will be more widely used as the tools become more automated and user friendly.  

The participants also suggested creating learning resources for using the 3D-COFORM tools on 
which they were trained. This was one of the major actions from the training which should be 
addressed. Ideas were to create an online repository or a resource which include content, such as 
training material, videos showing the steps for different functionalities in the tools, data sets; and 
communication tools such as forums. These resources could include usage of different scenarios, 
ranging from archaeologists to art historians. 

The feedback and actions resulting from this training will help to improve the “testing protocol” 
for the acquisition and processing tools as well as for further training activities.  
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6 Deployment experiments 

During the first year, initial deployment experiments took place in several locations, including: 

 Victoria and Albert Museum (UK)  

 C2RMF (FR) 

 ISTI-CNR and Museo Ara Pacis (IT) 

 ISTI-CNR and Museo Gallerie dell’Accademia (IT) 

 Public sculptures (PMSA) (UK) 

 Cyprus archaeological sites (Cyprus) 

The intention of these experiments were mainly to understand how the deployment experiment will be 

implemented, the level of support organisations need, and validate the “testing protocol” in supporting this 

activity. The experiments involved using acquisition tools, such as 3D scanner and photogrammetry.  

The following sections will describe this in more detail. 

6.1 Victoria and Albert Museum deployment experiment 

After drafting the first “deployment experiment protocol”, this was used for an initial experiment at the 

Victoria and Albert Museum on the 7- 8 September of 2009. The intention of this experiment was mainly to 

validate the protocol and improve its format for using it for the 3D-COFORM tools. The experiment involved 

the acquisition of several artefacts using a hand-held 3D scanner (see figure 9). During the testing, a basic 

introduction was given and exercises were conducted over the following day and a half. In total, 3 people in 

the department tested the tool. The testing sample included a mixture of objects and was conducted in the 

photography laboratory where the museum expects to deploy 3D technologies in the future. 

Regarding usability, all users completed all tasks without major problems. Some users required help to set 

up the scanner’s sensitivity correctly or to learn how far/close to place the scanner from the object. There 

was an issue with the time required for the process of acquiring a 3D model. The users thought that the 

time required to scan the artefact was acceptable. The feedback did not consider the processing time 

required for the 3D model. This requires the identification of how long on average it takes to acquire 

specific type of objects and try to optimize this process.  
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Figure 9. 3D digitisation experiment in the V&A Museum 

6.2 C2RMF deployment experiment 

Using the NextEngine camera and the ARC 3D software 3 mummified Maori heads were acquired to 

compare these technologies and produce a reconstruction of one of the heads. 

During the whole process, there were difficulties while scanning the object due to limitations of the 

technology, for example scanning cannot detect hairs, and problems due to reflectance on the material. 

Colour issues were also encountered due to the camera used in both cases. For the ARC 3D model, a 

professional digital camera was used, with a high accuracy concerning the white balance. In the other case, 

the camera is embedded in the NextEngine. Therefore the results are not the same concerning the colour.  

In the end, the results were considered good enough (see comparison between an ARC 3D model and a 

NextEngine model). 
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Figure 10. ARC 3D (left) / NextEngine (right) 3D models 

 

The issue of quality in the model was also discussed. At first, it appears that the ARC 3D model has a better 

quality than the NextEngine. However, it is not the case at all. The impression of depth (for example if we 

look at the scars), is only obtained on ARC 3D by using a variation of the pixels’ colours: using darker pixels 

close to lighter pixels give that impression. However, the mesh itself is not at all precise. It is easy to see 

that if the colour of the model is removed. 
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Figure 11. ARC 3D (left) / NextEngine (right) 3D models with no colours 

 

The conclusion from this deployment experiment is that the NextEngine scanner appears to be the best 

choice for this kind of object, where precision is needed. The colour issue can be corrected using real 

pictures of the object, and apply them on the 3D mesh. Nevertheless, this technique still has some 

challenges such as the acquisition of hair. 

6.3 ISTI-CNR and Museo Ara Pacis deployment experiment 

IST-CNR started a collaboration with the Ara Pacis Museum (Rome, Italy), initially oriented to the 

digitization of a portion of the Ara Pacis reliefs. The initial plan was to scan (laser-based scanning, high 

density and high accuracy) a portion of the relief of the monument and a small marble head of Livia (wife of 

the emperor Augustus).  
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Figure 12. Ara Pacis reliefs 

 

A partial scanning of the left side of the monument (see figure 12) was also performed with a time-of-flight 

scanner (work performed in collaboration with ITABC-CNR). The scanning was performed on June 2009 

(two on-site sessions, plus post-processing). Some images of the models obtained are presented below. 

A comparison of the technical details of the process is presented in the table below. 

 Livia head Augustus 

(procession) 

Livia (procession) 

Scanner used Konica Minolta 

VI910 

Konica Minolta 

VI910 

Konica Minolta 

VI910 

No. of range maps acquired 13   (300K samples 

each) 

76   (300K samples 

each) 

110   (300K samples 

each) 

Time to perform the scanning 

(on site) 

1/2  hour 2  hours 3  hours 

Time to process the raw data 

(in lab) 

1 hour 5 hours 8 hours 

 

Size of the final master 3D 

model obtained 

2.5 M tr 13 M tr 

 

22 M tr 
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The Ara Pacis Museum is interested in a complete scanning of all the friezes of the Ara Pacis. They would 

like to have a complete digital 3D representation, since they have been studying for many years the original 

painted decorations which covered all the carved marble. They have constructed some hypotheses by 

working only on photographic images and would be fascinated by the possibility of painting the digital 3D 

model directly.  

6.4 ISTI-CNR and Museo Gallerie dell’Accademia deployment 

experiment 

The scanning of the Pietà and of David was performed by a joint team composed by ISTI-CNR (R. Scopigno, 

M. Callieri, L. Benedetti, M. Corsini) and Breuckmann (B. Breuckmann, C. Bathow) personnel on the 2 - 3 

November 2009.  

The original plan was to spend three or four days on site at the Accademia Museum in Florence. Making a 

plan of the time required for the acquisition was not easy due to the fact that there was no previous 

experience on using the Breuckmann scanner by the ISTI-CNR team. So an estimate of three or four days 

was rather generous. The time required was shorter than expected, as the scanning of the regions of David 

legs was completed in a couple of hours and the Pieta’ in less than 1.5 days. This was also an opportunity 

for the ISTI-CNR staff to test the Breuckmann instrument directly in the field. The test results were 

extremely positive, both in terms of accuracy and density of the sampling obtained, and of ease of use and 

speed of the system.  

Colour acquisition will be performed by colleagues of the Phototeke of the Max Plank’s Kunsthistorische 

Institute in Florence, with another half day of work. They have used an impressive digital acquisition device, 

a digital large format camera able to sample 38M pixels. 

ISTI-CNR is processing the raw data, with the goal of producing a shape and colour high density model. The 

final results are expected to appear on end of 2009 (David) and beginning of 2010 (Pietà). 

6.5 Michelangelo’s Pietà da Palestrina 

The reason for acquiring a complete 3D model of the statue (see figure 13) is both that this statue was not 

scanned at the time of the Digital Michelangelo initiative (coordinated by Stanford University) and also 

because the museum is planning to start a specific investigation concerning the attribution to 

Michelangelo. The goal is to study the traces of the carving instruments (chisels and other tools) and to 

make comparisons with the ones used by Michelangelo for other unfinished statues, whose attribution 

does not present any doubt. The statue is 2.3 meters tall (approximately). 
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Figure 13. Scanning of Pietà and of David 

 

6.6 Michelangelo’s David 

The goal is to acquire at very high resolution, just two small regions of the marble surface. The regions of 

interest are the lower backs of the legs. In those regions there are some very small cracks (whose presence 

has been known for decades). The goal of the museum is to monitor those cracks over time and to study 

them in detail.  

A comparison of the technical details of the process is presented in the table below. 

 Michelangelo’s Pietà da 

Palestrina 

Michelangelo’s David (small 

region of the marble surface) 

Scanner used Breuckmann mod. Smart Scan 

3D HE 

Breuckmann mod. Smart Scan 

3D HE 

No. of range maps acquired 193  (5M samples each) 24 + 18  (5M samples each) 

Time to perform the scanning 

(on site) 

1.5 days 2.5 hours 

 

6.7 Public sculptures (PMSA) deployment experiment 

The Public Monuments and Sculpture Association (PMSA) in the United Kingdom has endeavoured to 

record all public monuments and sculptures within their remit. Within the National Recording Project for 

Sussex, the project team at the University of Brighton undertook a survey of conventional statues, 
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monumental works, selected war memorials, architectural sculpture, contemporary sculpture, memorial 

clocks, towers and fountains.  

The strategy for the initial deployment experiment was to select a small range of these objects and tools 

with which the team could study the feasibility of a digitization process that could be deployed through 

empowering the efforts of volunteers. This will then be used to estimate the resources required for testing 

the process on a bigger scale. Three objects were selected within the city of Brighton and the town of 

Petworth. They include a mixture of scale, shape, complexity and the setting in which they are placed.  

 

Figure 14. 3D Model of public sculptures of Sussex 

 

Photogrammetry was used as this is a simpler process to enable non-experts to acquire 3D information of 

objects. The MeshLab software was also used to clean and produce a simpler version of the 3D model of 

the sculpture (see figure 14). As a result of the initial experiment, feedback on the tools has been compiled 

and appropriate training is now being developed for the planning of the new set of experiments. These are 

planned to take place in a few months with a larger number of users and more diverse objects. 

6.8 Cyprus archaeological sites deployment experiment 

6.8.1 The Paphos Roman Theatre 

This deployment has been a collaboration between the University of Sydney archaeological mission in 

Paphos, the Science and Technology for Archaeology Research Center (STARC) of the Cyprus Institute, the 

Institute for Technology Applications to Cultural Heritage of the National Research Council (CNR-ITABC), 

Italy and the University of Naples “L’Orientale” (CISA), Italy, and produced a 3D model of the Hellenistic-
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Roman Paphos Theater in Cyprus. From a technological perspective, the aim of the deployment is to test 

the integration of the different technologies used in the acquisition phase. These include a balloon-

suspended set of 3 (2 in stereo and one for self calibration) digital cameras, taking shots of the site from 

above (30-50 m), which are then processed with special software and provide a point cloud model of the 

surface; and a 3D phase shift scanner to acquire details, interiors or parts not visible from top. The separate 

scans will then be assembled using Meshlab and geo-referenced using a differential GPS system.  

 

Figure 15. 3D Acquisition in Cyprus of Paphos Roman Theatre 

 

The resulting master model is very accurate (see figure 16), research-grade, and it is used for: 

• Research: usage for archaeological documentation, both using the 3D model or any 2D extraction 

from it, e.g. maps and sections. 

• Communication and conservation: the acquired model will be the basis for further work, e.g. 3D 

reconstructions of the original appearance, and virtual restoration/exploration of different 

conservation solutions. 

• Technology benchmark: as a test of the application of two different/complementary technologies. 
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Figure 16. 3D model of Paphos Roman Theatre 

6.8.2 Pa.Sy.Dy 

During the training activity, we acquired an entire archaeological site using multiple technologies such as 

photogrammetry, via ARC 3D and Time of Flight, with a phase shift scanner. The results of the scanning 

have been put together using Meshlab.  

Exploitation of this model is the archaeological documentation of the site, using a CAD reconstruction 

superimposed over the final coloured 3D model images (see figure 17 and 18). 
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Figure 17. Pa.Sy.Dy Archaeological site 

 

 

Figure 18. Pa.Sy.Dy Archaeological site digitisation 

 

6.9 Cyprus heads 

Another experiment has been done during collaboration with the famous Cypriot artist, Theodoulos 

Gregoriou, whose work was recently hosted at the Louvre museum. The sculpture in question is called 

«Clepysdra 2009» and it is actually exhibited at the entrance of the Larnaca airport (see figure 19). The 

comparison has been done between two different scanners: the first using structured light, Breuckmann 
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smartscan and the second one using multi line laser, the nextengine desktop scanner. Seven heads from 

the Archaeological Museum of Nicosia have been acquired. 

For the model in the image the file size is 8,825 Mb for Smart Scan and 17,8 Mb for Next Engine and the 

alignment of the two models within MeshLab that gives a bound error of 0.001 mm. 

  

Figure 19. 3D model and physical realised by the artist and exhibited at the new Larnaca airport in Cyprus 

6.10 Lessons learned from deployment experiments 

These initial experiments gave us a lot of information regarding how the experiments will be deployed in 

the next few years of the project. In particular, the “testing protocols” for using the tools will need to be 

adapted to individual circumstances. This is because every CH organisation has different needs and 

expectations. These individual circumstances, along with the strategy for deployment, will need to be 

documented as well as the assessment of the outcome of these decisions.  

Feedback highlighted that CH organisations are concerned with the need to demonstrate the benefits for 

the extra costs that 3D technology implies. This issue was already discussed in consultation meetings and 

during the user requirements stage. Hence, raising awareness within the museum staff in order to highlight 

the benefits of the 3D technology should be considered as part of the strategy for mass digitisation.  

Other issues are also related to the cost of acquiring 3D models. With regards to the investment required to 

introduce 3D technologies, it seems to be the case that bigger museums will invest in the best equipment 

that they can afford. This is because the multiple objects in museums make throughput in the digitization 

pipeline critical. This feedback highlights opportunities for business models of the VCC-3D or other 

supporting organisations. For instance, museums and archaeological sites may prefer to rent state-of-the-

art 3D capturing equipment so they can have access to the best, most up-to-date equipment available at 

any time.  

In addition, it was considered as an important issue to know in advance how much time has to be spent for 

each artefact to produce a 3D model. This issue is related to the cost/benefit of having 3D model instead of 

just photography as many museums currently use. The technical details tables will help to identify this issue 

and they will be incorporated into the testing protocol for further testing. As more experience is gained by 
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any individual, their rate of digitization is likely to increase and the issue will become one of whether in 

scaling up exercises to mass digitization the same processes are suitable or whether increasing repetition 

will introduce higher error rates. 

There were also comments on the accuracy of the technology and the support required in selecting the 

most suitable tools for the job. For instance, it was not considered to be worth spending too much time on 

acquiring the data if the results were not as accurate as possible. The only conditions in which a method 

with low accuracy will work is if the 3D model was only being captured for public delivery (e.g. through a 

website) where accuracy is not critical. However it was also recognized that high accuracy models could in 

principle be re-purposed for this target use. Based on the first results a guideline table will be designed in 

order to support further decision making in the deployment experiments. 
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7 Strategy and socio-economic impact evaluation 

Within 3D-COFORM, the strategy and socio-economic impact of the capture, maintenance and exploitation 

of 3D assets is critical. For this, a methodology is being devised and its implementation will be tested 

through the deployment experiments in the following years. During the first year, preliminary work that has 

been carried out on the conceptual framework for the inter-related concepts of value, impact and strategy 

for 3D assets at heritage sites and organisations has been studied. 

7.1 Value  

Heritage has a multitude of stakeholder groups who may have different values and requirements.  For 

example if we consider end users (e.g. visitors, researchers), the value of the 3D object may be different 

according to the type of end user.  Each will have different requirements.  The general visitor may be 

interested in the aesthetics of the 3D object, or they may be looking for an experience, while the researcher 

may be interested in the accuracy of the object, or the ability to visually access or interact with parts of the 

object that are not normally visible in a display case.  

It is apparent that stakeholder analysis is central to understanding impact, managing heritage and to 

identifying and selecting which impacts should be prioritized for measurement.  Once this has been 

conducted it is possible to attempt to measure the ‘value’ of the 3D assets and the technological 

deployment. 

A review was conducted of the possible measurement techniques that could be applied to 3D assets at 

heritage sites.  This review highlighted that conventional financial analyses do have a role to play for 

organisations that require a financial return on their investment in 3D technology.  However, heritage 

assets (both real and virtual) hold values that cannot be adequately captured using simple financial 

analysis. In order for heritage sites to understand the real worth of these assets they need to incorporate 

these non-market values into any analysis. 

In order to incorporate these values other methods need to be applied. The Cost Benefit family of methods 

can in some instances integrate non-market values into their framework; this therefore does allow these 

techniques to be used as a mechanism to determine the potential viability of a 3D deployment.  The 

revealed preference techniques are a poor mechanism for the capture of the value of such assets.  The 

stated preference techniques with their ability to capture non-market values make them eminently suitable 

for capturing the value of 3D assets.  Within this group of measurement techniques choice modelling 

techniques appear to hold the most promise for the valuation of 3D heritage assets. Using choice 

experiments or other choice modelling techniques, the value that end users place on 3D assets can be 

captured and even monetised.  While this can be used to place a monetary value on assets that are already 

in place, it can also be used to guide heritage site strategy and ascertain if visitors desire 3D visualisations 

at their sites.  The method can be used as part of a pre-deployment phase for heritage sites considering the 

deployment of 3D technologies.  In addition to producing a monetised value the choice experiment 
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methodology may is appropriate for an organisation to define its strategy for the deployment of 3D objects.  

(More detail on the measurement methods can be found in Appendix D). 

The above techniques can be divided into those which can be used by managers to assess a potential 

implementation prior to deployment, and those which can be applied after deployment in order to place a 

value on the impact of the 3D assets being studied. In addition, this information will be incorporated into 

the user training for the VCC. 

7.2 Impact and Strategy  

The range of possible heritage organisations that may wish to deploy or exploit 3D technology is incredibly 

diverse and the scale of their operations varies enormously.  One of the consistent messages from such 

organisations is the need for data regarding the impact and outcomes of 3D deployments in order to 

furnish both individual sites and the sector with information than can be used for strategic decision making.  

Even very basic data such as financial returns and revenues are not currently available.  Establishing the 

causality of the link between the 3D asset and the long-term impact is particularly problematic. 

Impact measurement is a means of demonstrating the benefit of the application of 3D technology through 

evidence of outcomes/impacts.  If integrated with the strategic decision making of the organisation this 

information can then be used to deliver a superior service or product; or offer better value (in the wider 

social sense) to their target beneficiaries.   

The fundamental research challenge has therefore been to develop a coherent and robust methodology for 

social impact measurement of 3D applications at heritage sites and other contexts that would provide the 

conceptual and practical bases for training and embedding.  The 3D ISF approach currently being developed 

as part of WP 11.3 fills a gap as a tool for holistic impact thinking that offers tried and tested accessible 

steps with robust measures.  

The 3D ISF (3D Impact and Strategy Framework) approach was specifically designed to develop capabilities 

to systematically measure impacts of 3D technology in heritage organisations and also be used at a deeper 

level to support operations management and strategic decision making (see Appendix E).  
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Figure 20. 3D ISF – an impact measurement tool for business and strategic planning 

Despite the multitude of impact measurement techniques available to heritage site managers there is a 

case for the bigger strategic picture to figure more strongly in impact measurement decision making.   

Discussions with heritage mangers raised the need for a holistic practical social impact model, one which 

combines impact measurement with overall strategic decision making considerations, accommodating 

internal and external dimensions of impact, as well as mission (and vision) and stakeholder perspectives; 

and one that embeds impact as a dynamic issue for management in heritage organisations.  

In other words, there is a case for a total systems approach to impact which delivers from conceptualization 

to detailed implementation; right through to integrated strategic decision making. One that can also easily 

accommodate, if appropriate, other more specific measurement methods such as those shown in Appendix 

D (e.g. ROI, CVM or choice experiments). While, at the same time, such a model should be practical, flexible 

and robust which gives heritage site managers ownership over their impact measures and develops the 

capabilities to implement a professional measurement and reporting system. 
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Figure 21. The 3D ISF approach – summary training version 

 

The approach is broadly divided into two complementary elements. The left side of the framework 

considers the strategic perspective of the organisation, while the right side encapsulates the impact 

measurement. The two elements are complementary and combine to form a holistic vision of the 

interaction and synergy between the site strategy, 3D deployment and its relationship to impact. 

The first part of the framework of the 3D ISF impact model identifies four key impact drivers: the broad 

impact context, the rationale for investment in 3D, the objectives and appraisal of the technology and the 

management decision making drivers.  These drivers can be analysed at different levels of depth depending 

on the intended use of the framework.  For impact measurement training purposes a ‘light’ version of the 

model can be employed to rapidly develop key impact measures. 

Then the four drivers can help to conceptualise the impact problem, identify impacts, and trace how impact 

changes.  However, a ‘deeper’ usage of the model would be to integrate strategic planning (undertaking a 

strategic review in the conceptualise section) with an impact measurement system that can inform future 

strategic decision making and drive change and continuous improvement. 
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Figure 22. The 3D ISF approach – strategic analysis of 3D deployment for heritage organizations 

 

The impact and outcome assessment side of the framework categorises impacts into individual, financial 

and economic, social and environmental.  One way of approaching these categories is to design indicators 

that will allow the heritage site to collect pertinent impact data.  Assuming that prioritization of impacts for 

measurement have been decided, then the users need to develop Key Impact Indicators (KIIs) that 

appropriately measure the outcomes and impacts using various measurement methodologies; involving 

assessments of various quantitative and/or qualitative methods and selecting the best fit measurements 

method (given the cost constraints).   
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Figure 23. The 3D ISF impact model – measurement process 

 

There are many guidelines that can be provided for developing KIIS (which are more extensively developed 

in the 3D ISF impact training courses).  One useful short-hand method is that a social enterprise KII should 

satisfy the SMART test which provides the criteria for indicator selection.  SMART assesses whether the 

indicators developed are: Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic, and (along a) Timeline. 

There is a need to develop and implement a data collection strategy for the impact data. This is a practical 

step involving data collection and management systems.  The organisation should address the following 

questions: Where will the data come from? (e.g. records, specific individuals, visitor survey), how will the 

data be collected? (e.g. by reviewing records, by interviewing individuals), what instrument will be used to 

collect the data? (e.g. questionnaire), who will collect the data? (e.g. those doing the3D acquisition, those 

responsible for the exhibition), when will the data be collected? (e.g. once only, daily, weekly, monthly). 

The priority of 3D ISF model and methodology is to provide existing managers of heritage sites with 

accessible tools to measure their own impacts, regardless of their size and funding.  The key is to recognize 

the limitations of this indicators based approach.  For example, the use of accessible (practical, usable and 

low cost) indicators might provide an indirect route to capturing a desired impact.   

Finally, and most importantly it is necessary to ensure that the impact measurement processes is are fully 

integrated into the organization, at all levels, and that data collection and reporting becomes the norm.  

Once refined the 3D ISF approach will be used as part of the user training for the VCC. 
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7.3 Conclusions on strategy and socio economic impact 

The 3D ISF holistic impact measurement model provides a both a conceptual and practical approach to 

measuring impact.  The model offers managers a practical methodology for developing impact measures 

specific and relevant to their own organization.  It guides them through the thought processes of 

conceptualising impact; identifying and prioritising impacts for measurement; developing specific 

measures, reporting impacts and embedding the process in management decision making.  The model 

initially formed the basis of the EPOCH holistic site impact model for cultural heritage and the SIMPLE 

training methodology for social enterprise and which together have been tested on over 60 organisations.  

This has shown that the underlying principals of the 3D ISF methodology can be adapted to all 

organizational sizes and enterprise sectors and is an enabling model in that the specific measures are 

selected by each organization.   

Furthermore, this method drove impact measurement, through the various steps to tailored indicator 

design which are most relevant and practical for managers to implement. However, being a holistic, non-

prescriptive tool, 3D ISF can easily accommodate other measurement methods (such as CVM or ROI) 

depending on a heritage site’s priorities, purpose, resources, and capabilities.  

The 3D ISF method could in the future form the basis of an integrated strategic management, impact 

training and consultancy for 3D deployments in the heritage sector, which would require slight adaptations 

to the model, for example through addressing feedback loops and adapting other conventional 

management tools. 

When this 3D ISF model is applied in year two to the 3D-COFORM deployment exercises, data can be 

acquired that will begin to furnish the sector with information regarding the outcomes of deployments in 

different contexts.  
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8 Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) 

The protection of the rights possessed by the creator, or the legitimate owner, of a multimedia piece of 

work encompasses many different aspects; these include copyright protection and moral rights protection, 

e.g. the insurance that the integrity of the work is respected, not to violate the moral beliefs of the 

owner/creator. Usually this is referred to as Intellectually Property Rights (IPR), even if, rigorously speaking, 

IPR protection should consider topics such as patents and trademarks as well.  

The IPR issue is very complex to handle in the CH sector. Concern for copyright issues has been highlighted 

several times among the potential users of the 3D-COFORM infrastructure. To address these concerns, the 

Business Strand will look at different copyright models and measure the efficiency of the technology 

adopted or developed within the consortium to address this. Different aspects will be considered, including 

the protection of the object itself (watermarking and tracking techniques), the access to this data and the 

copyright preservation. 

During the first year, different legislations have been studied and considerations initially made for the 

applicability of the technology. 

8.1 Copyright models 

Under UK legislation, copyright is defined as “a property vested in works which authors have created”. In 

this case, the photographer is the author. Copyright protects against unauthorised reproduction of the 

photographs, entitles the copyright owner to economic benefit and seeks a fair balance between the 

authors and users of protected materials. Photographers automatically own the copyright in any work that 

they have created; there is no need to register it or declare it. It is possible to transfer all or certain 

copyrights to another party. The duration of copyright in a photograph taken in an EU country or by an EU 

photographer is 70 years from the end of the year in which the author dies. This applies to work created 

after 1st August 1989 - different terms apply to photographs taken before this date. 

Under UK legislation, the copyright on digital images is owned only by the author of the said image. 

Nevertheless, if the photographer is employed, the copyright belongs to the employer, unless an 

agreement to the contrary has been decided. 

The situation is slightly different for employed photographers. Employed photographers do not own 

copyright in work created “in the course of their employment”, unless they have an agreement to the 

contrary. Freelance work does not constitute being employed.  

Photographs which are subject to Crown copyright have different rules. Crown copyright in the UK now 

lasts for a maximum of 125 years from the end of the year in which the photograph was taken. If the 

photograph is commercially published within 75 years of the end of the year in which it was taken, 

copyright lasts for 50 years from the end of the year of publication. 
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The moral rights remain with the author regardless of what happens to the copyrights. Moral rights include 

the right not to have the work subject to derogatory treatment, the right to be identified as the author of 

the work, and the right of privacy for photographs commissioned for private purposes. This last right 

belongs to the client, for example someone who commissioned a photographer to take private 

photographs at a wedding. 

The moral right ‘to be identified as the author of your work’, also known as paternity right, entitles the 

photographer to a reasonably prominent credit whenever the work is commercially published or exhibited. 

However, this is not an automatic right and must be asserted in writing when the photographer grants 

permission for the work to be used.  

The publication right came into effect on December 1 1996. It is a new property right equivalent to 

copyright which gives protection for 25 years from the end of the year of publication to the individual or 

legal person who publishes a photograph which has never been previously published, whose copyright has 

expired and whose copyright was not Crown or Parliamentary copyright. The right only applies if the 

publisher, (or at least one of them, in the case of a joint publication) is a national of an EEA (European 

Economic Area) state and first publication also takes place within the EEA. The right only comes into being 

if the owner of the physical object, be it negative or print, etc, agrees to the publication. The right works in 

the same way as normal copyright. Publication is defined as including any communication to the public, not 

merely issuing copies to the public. 

A new feature in the 1988 Act was the provision from August 1st 1989 for ‘work that is generated by 

computer in circumstances such that there is no human author of the work’ with copyright expiry 50 years 

from the end of the calendar year in which the work is made. Having ruled out human authorship and 

copyright expiry based on the usual author’s life plus so many years, by sleight of hand the Act proceeds to 

say the author of this kind of work is taken to be the ‘person by whom the arrangements necessary for the 

creation of the work are undertaken’; a formula which allows assertion of the moral right against ‘false 

attribution’ but excludes the `integrity’ or ‘paternity’ moral rights for obvious reasons. 

Under French legislation the copyright on digital images is owned only by the author of the said image. 

Nevertheless, since the 1st August 2006, the law was slightly modified for images taken by public agents 

during their work: 

Images taken by a public agent 

 Non-commercial use: if the digital image is taken by a public agent during his work, and is intended for 
a non-commercial use, the right on the image is owned by the French government. The agent is 
nevertheless recognized as the author of the image. 

 Commercial use: if the digital image is taken by a public agent during his work, and is intended for a 
commercial use, the right on the image is owned by the agent. The government only has a right to act 
as a counsellor on the use of the image. 

 Images taken by a private party: the copyright on an image taken by a private party is owned by the 
author of the image. 
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Images of artwork 

 From the author perspective: the copyright of any art piece is owned by its author during his or her life. 
After the author's death, the assignee designed by the author can claim the copyright during the first 
70 years. After this period, the copyright ends, and the art piece is considered as being in the public 
domain. 

 From the museum perspective: for any digitisation of an art piece, the author needs to ask for a 
reproduction right. If the art piece is lent to a laboratory or a university, the convention between the 
two parties has to indicate that the right to digitize the object comes with the loan agreement. 

In any way, the museum has the right to oppose to the use of the image, if it is considered to be 

problematic for the museum. Nevertheless this right is rarely used. 

8.2 Consideration for 3D-COFORM tools 

Due to the wide variety of situations encountered in practical applications, the large number of objectives 

possibly pursued by an IPR protection system, and the different legislations operating in different countries, 

it is impossible to give a unified treatment of watermarking-based IPR protection. Therefore, within the 

project, only the major tasks watermarking may be used for and the corresponding watermarking 

paradigms, will be analyzed. Nevertheless, it will be kept in mind that any practical IPR protection system 

will need to address these tasks and a considerable number of other security and economic issues all 

together. 

The main application scenarios that have been taken into account are: 

 Demonstration of rightful ownership 

 Fingerprinting 

The acceptance of 3D-COFORM as part of data and guidelines provider for Europeana v1.0 
requires addressing the IPR issue with regards to the access to data and metadata available via the 
3D-COFORM repository. For this, the CH sector requires practical solutions, which might mean 
implementing the Europeana guidelines to resolve the issues when a certain volume of 3D assets 
are created. 
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9 Virtual Centre of Competence in 3D (VCC-3D)  

The VCC 3D is an important goal within the framework of the 3D-COFORM Project.   The 3D-COFORM 

Virtual Centre of Competence in 3D (VCC-3D) will be established during the project to promote and further 

the role of 3D digital assets within the broader EDL context. This primary objective will be furthered by 

pursuing a number of sub-objectives: 

1. To provide independent advice on 3D digitisation technologies including geometry, materials and 
shape semantics; integrating metadata (including provenance) and legacy sources with 3D assets; 
mass digitisation business processes and workflow planning; business models for exploitation of 3D 
digital assets; tools for assessing socio-economic impact of investment in 3D digital assets; available 
training (e.g. through Higher Education establishments or private providers). 

2. To act as a broker in helping organisations in search of those with competences in any of the areas 
listed under (1) to obtain the help that they require. 

3. To organise, maintain (or organise maintenance), and provide access to a range of tools in 
capturing and processing 3D assets and their associated metadata, etc. 

4. To encourage and enhance the potential of voluntary groups and individuals to generate usable 
user-created 3D content, through the provision of tools, advice and training, along with establishing 
a knowledge base on the sources of funding available to assist with digitisation projects involving 
3D. 

5. To provide suitable training or consultancy services in cases where this is the appropriate, in-line 
with the independence of the VCC-3D from supplier-vested interests and consistent with the 
philosophy of a social enterprise. 

During the course of the 3D-COFORM project all members of the consortium will have a stake in and help 

develop the VCC-3D, which will be progressively developed over the period of the project by: 

 Formulating the legal basis of the VCC-3D including articles establishing the organisation as a social 
enterprise, type of legal entity and registered location. 

 Scoping the areas of business and operational models. 

 Defining a code of practice with respect to partner’s participation, including the expectations 
placed on any additional organisations interested in contributing to the work of the VCC-3D and 
conditions of entry. 

 Undertaking specific areas of activity to trial the operational models. 

 Negotiating the relationship of VCC-3D with other centres of competence in digitisation and with 
any network of expertise centres developed to provide geographic coverage in support of the CH 
sector. The VCC-3D expects to be able to provide specialist knowledge and local support to any 
geographically distributed advisory network through local partners in the VCC-3D, but physical 
presence and geographic coverage is not expected to be an essential characteristic for the VCC-3D 
to operate successfully. 
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 Developing a sustainable business model for the long-term establishment of the VCC-3D. The VCC-
3D is expected to involve a skeleton staff (possibly distributed amongst partners in the consortium 
with identified roles in the VCC-3D). As such it is expected to involve some minimal routine 
expenditure on infrastructure, which could be based around a subscription model of participating 
organisations for covering expenses. 

The activities of the VCC-3D will be both outward and inward looking. Internally the activities will include:  

- Validation of the developed technologies from the “application” oriented partners; 

- Validation of the protocols and the standards proposed to facilitate mass 3D acquisition; 

- Being the client/tester/evaluator in the spiral development model; 

- In collaboration with the “Collaborating Cultural Heritage Institution”, choose the case studies 

Externally the activities will: 

- provide consultation services to users; 

- propose training for new technologies developed within the project; 

- try to solve real problems proposed by CH institutions; 

- propose cases studies; 

- provide access to the literature produced by the project members. 

To fill the role of independent advisor, it is anticipated that the VCC-3D will be a social enterprise (almost 

certainly a not-for-profit organisation), with any surplus-generating activity orientated to sustaining 

beneficial operations that require subsidy. Any profit-making activity, related to the VCC-3D will run 

through subscribing partners, with business clearly meeting ethical and behavioural standards and a well 

defined protocol ensuring the independence of the advice given by the VCC-3D. 

Preliminary work has begun to formulate an initial proposal for the legal framework of the VCC-3D. This will 

include the definition of initial services and a business model for trial delivery, agreed by the initial set of 

“service provider” members of the VCC-3D. The following potential legal frameworks are being considered: 

- European Economic Interest Group 

- International Non-Profit Association 

- Network of National Non-Profit Organisations. 

The University of Brighton CUBIST (Cultural Business Impact Strategy and Technology) Research Group have 

significant experience working with social enterprises and the not for profit sector (cf. McLoughlin et al. 

2009). They have worked on numerous consultancy projects in this area including SIMPLE (Social Impact for 

Local Economies), OASES (Outcomes Assessment for Social Enterprises), and the development of a new 

measurement method for the Community Development Finance Sector (CDFIs).  They have also helped 

train numerous social enterprises in social impact assessment.  Through this work they have initiated 

contact with Social Enterprise London (SEL), an umbrella organisation for the social enterprise sector in 
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London.  A key contact in this organisation is responsible for the management and creation of Not for Profit 

Organisations.  This will be useful for the establishment of the legal structure of the VCC-3D. 

Furthermore, the PrestoPRIME (www.prestoprime.eu) and IMPACT (www.impact-project.eu) FP7 

Integrating Projects also aim to develop Competence Centres. These projects address the mass digitisation 

of audiovisual content and historical printed text respectively. A liaison with the development activity for 

the PrestoPRIME Competence Centre was established at their dissemination event (5-6 October 2009, 

Vienna). A strategic liaison meeting between the 3D-COFORM, PrestoPRIME and IMPACT projects is 

planned for early 2010 in order to share experience of identifying the challenges ahead to create these 

major outputs of the Seventh Framework Programme. 

Furthermore, previous studies on Competence Centre organisation (cf. DigitalPreservationEurope 2007) 

provide a potential framework for the 3D-COFORM VCC-3D.  The guidelines suggest the creation of a 

number of physical Competence Centres, each one competent in all the fields covered by the project, but 

specialised in one or more specific areas. These Competence Centres will act under the supervision and the 

administration of a Centre which organises and administers the activities. 
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Figure 24. A possible structure for a VCC-3D 

Such a “modularised” solution solves many of the problems associated with Competence Centres and is 

directly applicable to the virtual network (for example, the administrator Competence Centre can be 

substituted by a foundation or other similar entity able to run the VCC).  In this framework the 

Administrative Centre could not only organise the work of the Competence Centres, but also act as a 

http://www.prestoprime.eu/
http://www.impact-project.eu/
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dispatcher of information between the users and the others centres. It will provide and maintain the 

interface (via different channels e.g. website, physical meetings, etc) between the User Community and the 

Virtual Competence Centre.  The key element in the VCC is the network structure. 

Communication between user and competence centre could be both top down and bottom up: 

- Top-down: through the common interface the user ask for a service and the Administrator 
Competence Centre dispatch the token to the more appropriate centre 

- Bottom-up: the user can directly contact a Competence Centre (because of an existing relationship or 
geographical location); in that case, the contacted centre will act as the dispatcher and can take in 
account the problem 

The activation of local and regional laboratories will represent a potential line of development in the VCC-

3D.  Movement in this direction has been undertaken by the MICC – University of Florence who have 

confirmed the support of the Tuscany Regional Government to 3D-COFORM and in particular to 3D 

Laboratories in the framework of 3D the Virtual Competence Centre (VCC 3D).1 

 

 

                                                           
1
 A general Contract was signed by MICC and Tuscany Region Government on March 2009, regarding the e.Toscana 

Compliance, in which one line to be developed regards 3D activities for Cultural Heritage. 
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10 Conclusions  
This document has presented the Business Strand progress of the 3D-COFORM project. The main 
aspects treated in the deliverable are: 

 A business cycle for the development of the activities, which considers the planning, 
deployment and assessment of the 3D-COFORM tools. This has included the use of 
storyboards for the focus and coordination of these activities among the CH partners. 
Further work in this area will include the agreement on these storyboards and the definition 
of a project plan. This plan will be produced in coordination with the technical strand in 
order to consider the release and testing of the tools. 

 Usability and acceptability of testing, which studies users’ acceptance of the 3D-COFORM 
tools. In the following years, this testing will be programmed regularly at least once a year to 
coincide with other project meetings. Feedback will also be gathered in consultation with 
training done during the first year. This will be presented to developers to support further 
improvement of the tools. 

 Deployment experiments, which aim to study the process of using the 3D-COFORM tools 
within CH organisations. In the following years, these will be programmed according to the 
project plan of the storyboards and will be systematically done, applying the lessons learned 
during the first year.  

 Strategy and socio-economic impact evaluation that incorporates established 
methodologies. In the next few years, these will be implemented during the deployment 
experiments to develop their applicability in the field. 

 IPR, illustrating the complexity of the issue and how the project will tackle it. It is expected 
that a closer collaboration with Europeana will support the development of this area. 

 The first steps on establishing the VCC-3D. It is planned that this Centre will bring together 
the developments of the Business Strand. In the following years, further work will be done to 
establish this Centre and develop the knowledge base that will underpin its operation. 

Furthermore, the activities performed during the first year have highlighted the importance of the business 

aspects when considering the mass deployment of 3D technology. There is a real need from the CH sector 

to study and address the barriers of different types of organisations for 3D mass digitisation as well as to 

develop guidelines and knowledge to support early decision making in 3D digitisation.  

There is a real need for the development of a Virtual Centre of Competence in this area. For this, the 

creation of strategic business models that will enable the support of CH organisation in accessing expertise 

and state of the art 3D technologies are crucial. The next years of the project will be dedicated to achieving 

this vision. 
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9 Appendix A: 3D-COFORM Testing Protocol for 3D 

acquisition using ARC 3D                                                                        

9.1 Testing strategy 

This document describes the procedure for using the photogrammetry web service ARC 3D and providing 

feedback. It has been written for members of the 3D-COFORM consortium who will be overseeing the 

testing activity within the project. 

9.1.1 Introduction to technology  

ARC 3D is a tool allowing users to upload digital images of a scene to a server where a 3D reconstruction of 

the scene is performed. The output of the reconstruction, relative camera positions and a depth map 

associated to each input image, can then be imported into Meshlab for reconstructing a 3D mesh of the 

scene. 

9.1.2 Purpose of the experiment  

The experiment will study whether the ARC 3D web service is an effective and efficient acquisition tool for a 

CH organisation.  

9.1.3 Research questions 

1. When is the best situation to use this technology in the organisation? 
2. What is the process for deploying the tool?  
3. How easy is to use the tool?  
4. What is the level of expertise required for its use?  
5. Do CH partners find the process accessible? 
6. Do CH partners find the results suitable for or applicable to their processes?  

9.1.4 Resources required 

 Digital camera. 5MP (2500x2000) is sufficient although the larger the number of pixels, the larger the 
number of 3D points that will be produced. This also lengthens the upload and processing time. A 
good lens will avoid distortion and allow more light. 

 ARC 3D software for uploading images to a server 
(http://homes.esat.kuleuven.be/~visit3d/webservice/v2/download.php). You will need to get an 
account to be able to use the service, which is available via the ARC 3D website. 

 Meshlab software for visualising 3D mesh and post processing (http://meshlab.sourceforge.net/). 
Version v1.2.2 of the software is recommended. 

 Person to take photographs, upload them and retrieve the 3D model. 

http://homes.esat.kuleuven.be/~visit3d/webservice/v2/download.php
http://meshlab.sourceforge.net/
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9.1.5  CH artefacts sample  

This technology works best with large artefacts, from statues to buildings. The tool can handle low to 

medium levels of self-occlusions, preferably without strong geometrical discontinuities. Planar (or almost 

planar) scenes do not work well as these scenes do not contain enough information for camera calibration.  

9.1.6 Targeted user in a CH organisation 

This tool is intended to be used by anybody who has experience in using digital cameras and Windows 

software. Some basic understanding of 3D models is required if post processing of the 3D mesh is required. 

9.1.7 Important Terms 

Photogrammetry: technology in which geometric properties of objects are determined using computer 

vision techniques from photographic images.  

3D mesh: collection of the vertices, edges and faces that define the shape of an object in 3D.  

9.1.8  References 

ARC 3D manual:  

http://homes.esat.kuleuven.be/~visit3d/webservice/v2/manual2/Webservice%20training.pdf 

 

9.2 Deployment instructions 

9.2.1  Experimental environment  

It is possible to use this technique on site or in a laboratory under controlled conditions. The best 

conditions are an overcast sky or constant illumination. Avoid direct sunlight and changing lighting 

conditions. 

9.2.2  Set up instructions 

For setting up the software; firstly, download and install ARC 3D and Meshlab on your PC. Request a login 

from the ARC 3D website. 

Once you are in front of the artefact you want to acquire, ensure that you are able to make an arc around 

the scene you want to acquire (see figure 1).  If there are other objects or people which obstruct the scene 

be careful NOT to: 

1. Pan from the same location, as if you were recording a panorama. 
2. Shoot multiple panoramas from different viewpoints. 
3. Walk in a straight line towards or inside the scene you want to reconstruct. Also do not zoom in or 

out during recording. 

http://homes.esat.kuleuven.be/~visit3d/webservice/v2/manual2/Webservice%20training.pdf
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Figure 1. Shooting a scene suitable for photogrammetry 

 

Take into account that it is better to shoot too many pictures than not enough. Remember that all 

information is retrieved from the images, so try to shoot them with the best quality possible. A minimum of 

five or six images are required for a good reconstruction and fewer than four will cause the reconstruction 

to fail.  

Finally, if you are recording a small artefact, do not place it on a turntable with a static camera. Because of 

the rotation of the artefact, there is insufficient information in the images to allow camera calibration. 

9.2.3  Procedure 

These instructions consist of three tasks:  

Task 1: Acquisition of images 

Following an arc around the scene, shoot a picture for every step made in the shooting sequence. This 

results in multiple pictures of the same scene, but viewed from slightly different sides. 

Task 2: Uploading of images to the server 

2.1. Download the images from your camera to your PC.  

2.2 Use the ARC 3D “Image Uploader” program to load your images (File->Load images). 

2.3 Upload your images to the server (File->Upload Images). You will need to authenticate with the server 

to upload them.  
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Figure 2. Interface of ARC 3D “Image Uploader”  

 

2.4. The ARC 3D service will report its result to you by email. If the reconstruction has succeeded, a URL will 

be included from where you can download a zip file containing the results. If a considerable amount of time 

has passed by and you have not received an email it is most likely that the reconstruction has failed. You 

may also receive an email with some information about it having failed. If the reconstruction has failed go 

back to task 1.  

 

Task 3: Visualisation of 3D mesh and post processing 

3.1 Download results from server and unzip the file with images, cameras, depth and count maps.  

3.2 Open the file (.v3d) using Meshlab (File->open) as shown in figure 3. 

3.3 Select all images you want to use to reconstruct the 3D mesh. 

3.4 A mask can be added to every image to specify which parts of the image do not need to be taken into 

account for the reconstruction. To do this click on “double click for editing the mask” and then draw the 

masked area. 

3.5 You might have to tune some parameters: subsample (to reduce the resolution of the image), minimum 

count (how many pixels need to be found), minimum angle, feature aware smoothing, remove pieces, 

depth filter, fast merge, scaling factor.  
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Figure 3. Interface of Meshlab to open v3d file 

 

3.6 Click OK to generate the 3D mesh. This should produce a result as illustrated in Figure 4. 

 

 

Figure 4. 3D Mesh generated by in Meshlab 

 

3.7 To post-process the mesh you will need to use the filters in Meshlab. For more information on this, 

access Meshlab documentation. Some basic operations that can be used to clean the resulting 3D mesh are 

as follows: 

 Filters -> Cleaning and repairing -> Remove unreferenced vertex 

 Filters -> Cleaning and repairing -> Remove isolated pieces (wrt face number). This will delete 
isolated faces with a number higher than the one specified. A tip for knowing which number to use; 
look for existing faces in the geometry which are isolated from the main geometry. Then select this 
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area and you will see the number of faces specified (see figure 5 where 1113 faces were selected 
with the selection tool).  

 

 

   

 

Figure 5. 3D Mesh generated by in Meshlab 

 

 Remove manually the areas which are not of interest. 

 Filters -> Cleaning and repairing -> Remove unreferenced vertex 

 

3.8 Figure 6 (a) illustrates the selected area of interest which can now be used for applying a reconstruction 

filter: Filters -> Remeshing, Simplification and reconstruction -> Poisson reconstruction 

For this filter, the bigger the number you use for the parameters Octree Depth and Solver Divide the bigger 

the resolution of the final mesh. You can start using an 8 or 9; and if your computer cannot handle the 

reconstruction you can reduce them. The reconstruction is illustrated in figure 6 (b)  .   

 

  

Figure 6 (a) Selected part of the reconstruction and (b) simplified mesh 
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3.9 The colour properties can then be applied from the original mesh by using: Filter -> Sampling -> Vertex 

attribute transfer. Use as the source mesh your original mesh and for the target the Poisson mesh. Tick on 

Transfer color and apply. The resulting mesh should look like figure 7. 

 

 

Figure 7. Colored mesh in Meshlab 

 

3.10 The resulting mesh can be cleaned further to remove excess of the mesh regarding the original 

artefact (see final mesh in Figure 8). 

3.11 Export the geometry as a PLY, OBJ or any other suitable format. 
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9.3 Results 

9.3.1  Feedback  

Feedback on the process and the technology should be given using the “feedback questionnaire” which will 

be supplied and discussed during the testing. Any additional observations should be sent to 3dc-

testing@3dcoform.eu 

9.3.2  Contribution of results 

Please specify if the content resulting from the experiment could be contributed to the 3D-COFORM 

repository. If so, please agree on the copyright issues of the content acquired during the testing. 

 

 

 

mailto:3dc-testing@3dcoform.eu
mailto:3dc-testing@3dcoform.eu
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Appendix B: Attendees  

List of Participants 

 
1. Carlos Jimenez, Victoria and Albert Museum, c.jimenez@vam.ac.uk 
2. Peter Kelleher, Victoria and Albert Museum, p.kelleher@vam.ac.uk 
3. Mohammad Nabil, CULTNAT, mnabil@mcit.gov.eg 
4. Mahmoud Ibrahim, Biblioteca Alexandrina 
5. David Kolin, C2RMF, david.kolin@culture.gouv.fr 
6. Daniel Vigears, C2RMF, daniel.vigears@culture.gouv.fr 
7. Nicolò dell'unto, Virtual Reality Lab, University of Lund, nicolo.dellunto@gmail.com  
8. Stefan Lindgren, Lund University Humanities Lab, stefan.lindgren@humlab.lu.se 
9. Ladislav Smedja, University of West Bohemia, smejda@kar.zcu.cz 
10.  Despo Pilides, Director of Cyprus Museum, Dept of Antiquities, despo_pilides@hotmail.com 
11. Mary Chamberlain, Cyprus Museum, Department of Antiquities, Cyprus 
12. Jan Coenaerts, Mediterannean Archaeological Research Institute Vrije Universiteir Brussel 
13. Melissa Samaes, Mediterannean Archaeological Research Institute Vrije Universiteir Brussel 
14. Panayiotis Kyriacou - research associate, Open University of Cyprus 
15. Charis Papadopoulou - archaeolgists, Department of Antiquities, Cyprus. 
16. Prof. Karyn Nys, head of Department of Mediterranean Studies, Free University of Brussels.  
17. Nicola Amico, Cyprus Institute, n.amico@cyi.ac.cy  
18. Paola Ronzino, Cyprus Institute, p.ronzino@cyi.ac.cy  
19. Giancarlo Iannone, Cyprus Institute, g.iannone@cyi.ac.cy  
20. Ropertos Georgiou, Cyprus Institute, r.georgiou@cyi.ac.cy  
21. Uros Damnjanovic, Cyprus Institute, u.damnjanovic@cyi.ac.cy 
22. Karina Rodriguez-Echavarria, University of Brighton, K.Rodriguez@brighton.ac.uk 
23. Sorin Hermon, Cyprus Institute, s.hermon@cyi.ac.cy 
 
 

Trainers 

1. Matteo Dellepiane, ISTI-CNR, matteo.dellepiane@isti.cnr.it 
2. Guido Ranzuglia, ISTI-CNR, Guido.Ranzuglia@isti.cnr.it 
3. David Tingdahl, Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, David.Tingdahl@esat.kuleuven.be 
4. Denis Pitzalis, Cyprus Institute, d.pitzalis@cyi.ac.cy 
5. Andrea D'Andrea, Prof. University L'Orientale, dandrea@unior.it 

mailto:d.pitzalis@cyi.ac.cy
mailto:d.pitzalis@cyi.ac.cy
mailto:dandrea@unior.it


Appendix C: Training evaluation form 

3D-COFORM Workshop on 3D Acquisition and Post-processing 

Please specify if you are a 3D-COFORM partner  YES  NO  Name (optional): ______________________________________________ 

Please give your impression of the time allocated, workshop content and presentation of each subject by writing the appropriate number 

between 1 and 5 in each box.  

 

SUBJECT TIME 
ALLOCATION 
1 – Too little 
3 – Just right 
5 – Too much 

WORKSHOP 
CONTENT 

1 – Too easy 
3 – Just right 

5 – Too 
difficult 

PRESENTATION/ 
TEACHING 
METHOD 
1 – Poor 

3 – Satisfactory 
5 – Excellent 

PRIOR 
KNOWLEDGE 
1 – Studied 

before 
3 – Basic only 
5 – New to me 

COMMENTS 

1. Monday: Introduction to 3D Scanning –Theory (Matteo)      
2. Monday: Introduction to photogrammetry – Theory (David)      
3. Monday: Introduction to Meshlab  - Practice (Guido and Matteo)      
4. Tuesday: Acquisition in Pasydy – Practice (Matteo, Guido and Denis)      
5. Tuesday: Merging and cleaning in Meshlab – Practice (Matteo)      
6. Wednesday: Acquisition in Pyrgos - Practice (Matteo, Guido and Denis)      
7. Wednesday: Introduction to scanning for large areas – Theory (Andrea)      
8. Wednesday: Acquisition of colour Information – Theory (Matteo)      
9. Wednesday: Reconstructing scanned mesh in Meshlab – Practice (Matteo)      
10. Thursday: Acquisition of church – Practice (Andrea)      
11. Thursday: Found problems and recommendations for cleaning ARC 3D results 

– Practice (David) 
     

12. Thursday: Auto Alignment/ multiscale representation – Theory (Matteo)      
13. Thursday: Processing results in 3D Reconstructor – Theory (Andrea)      
14. Thursday: Finalising scanned mesh in Meshlab – Practice (Matteo)      



Appendix D: methods for assessing the value of 3d assets 

 

This contribution will consider the preliminary work that has been carried out on the conceptual 

framework for the inter-related concepts of value, impact and strategy for 3D assets at heritage sites 

and organisations. 

1 Value 

Heritage has a multitude of stakeholder groups from heritage professionals (internal and external), to 

governments, development agencies, the public and even future generations.  Needs assessment 

indicates that there are differences between the values and requirements of these different groups.  For 

example if we consider end users (e.g. visitors, researchers), the value of the 3D object may be different 

according to the type of end user.  Each will have different requirements.  The general visitor may be 

interested in the aesthetics of the 3D object, or they may be looking for an experience, while the 

researcher may be interested in the accuracy of the object, or the ability to visually access or interact 

with parts of the object that are not normally visible in a display case (such as the underside of object or 

internal elements).  It is apparent that stakeholder analysis is central to understanding impact, managing 

heritage and to identifying and selecting which impacts should be prioritized for measurement. 

The multiplicity of values associated with heritage have traditionally been difficult to capture. In this 

context isolating the value of 3D objects as an integral part of the heritage site offer is fraught with 

difficulty.  For example, is the visitor placing a value on the virtual 3D object itself or the physical 

artefact that it represents? In all probability the value expressed represents a combination of these 

elements.  Furthermore, when considering the socio-economic impact of the display of 3D objects to 

end users at a physical site it can be difficult to disassociate the impact of the object from the impact of 

the heritage site environment or the exhibition. 

Furthermore, it is apparent that there are many values associated with tangible heritage that are simply 

not picked up by conventional financial analysis.  As Paton (2003: 6) emphasises measurement is “multi-

faceted, problematic, ambiguous and contested.” 

 

Methodology Description Applications Potential for 3D applications 
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Investment appraisal techniques   
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Return on 

Investment 

(ROI) 

Also called the Accounting Rate of 

Return (ARR) or the Return on 

Capital Employed (ROCE).  This is 

used to establish a project’s rate of 

return.  Most sectors have different 

ways of ascertaining the rate of 

return. 

Widely used in the 

business sector 

and in some 

internal 

assessments in 

the heritage 

sector. 

Could be used for assessing the 

return from a 3D deployment or 

asset. However, this assumes that 

a financial return is sought and 

does not account for any non-

market benefits. 

X X 

The payback 

method 

This is used to determine how long it 

will take for the future income from 

the project to cover the initial cost of 

the deployment.  This establishes 

the payback period of the project.  

Shorter payback periods are 

considered better than longer ones. 

Widely used in the 

business sector 

and in some 

limited internal 

assessments in 

the heritage 

sector. 

Could be used for assessing the 

return from a 3D deployment or 

asset. However, this assumes that 

a financial return is sought and 

does not account for any non-

market benefits. 

X X 

Cost Benefit Analysis   

Cost benefit 

Analysis 

(CBA) 

Cost-Benefit Analysis takes the 
analysis beyond direct and indirect 
expenditure effects mentioned 
above in order to attempt to 
encapsulate the social costs and 
benefits of the project as a whole.  It 
is a methodology which summarises 
the positive and negative 
implications of a project or potential 
purchase.  The positive and negative 
impacts are then weighed and 
compared.  The key advantage of 
cost-benefit analysis is that it can 
take into account externalities and 
non-monetary costs and benefits. 

 CBA is widely 

used in the 

business and 

public world for 

planning, product, 

and proposal 

evaluation, and 

other purposes.  It 

has also been 

used to evaluate 

the impact of 

some heritage-

related projects. 

The possibility of integrating non-

market values into CBA gives this 

method the potential for 

application to the study of 3D 

assets. 

X X 

Revealed preference methods   

Travel cost 

method 

(TCM) 

The underlying assumption of the 

travel cost methodology is that the 

amount individuals are prepared to 

pay to travel to a cultural heritage 

site is a reflection of the value of the 

goods and services provided by that 

heritage site.  Using this framework, 

the expenses that individuals incur in 

order to visit a site, in terms of time 

and transport costs, are a proxy for 

the ‘price’ of access to the site.  This 

data can be used to estimate 

willingness to pay.   

Some application 

to valuing heritage 

sites 

It would be difficult to separate the 

value of the 3D asset from the 

wider heritage site, furthermore 

with the deployment of 3D content 

over the web the question of travel 

cost is nullified. 

 X 

Hedonic price The rationale of hedonic property 

price analysis is that property prices 

are determined by not only the 

characteristics of the property, but 

by the environmental attributes of 

the locality such as the 

neighbourhood and community, and 

other local environmental 

characteristics.  In this scenario, if 

the factors not related to cultural 

heritage are controlled for, then the 

remaining price differences can be 

ascribed to differences in the quality 

Some applications 

to valuing heritage 

sites and areas 

Not applicable to 3D assets  X 
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and value cultural heritage.  The 

higher price will be a reflection of the 

perceived value of cultural heritage 

to people who buy houses in the 

area. 

Stated preference methods   

Contingent 

Valuation 

(CVM) 

The contingent valuation method 

(CVM) is a non-market valuation 

technique based on stated 

preference, which tries to extract an 

estimation of the ‘willingness to pay’ 

for a good or service from users and 

non-users.  CVM is a way of 

determining a financial value for 

non-use values in cultural heritage.  

These ‘passive use’ values that do 

not involve a market and may not 

even involve direct participation are 

extremely difficult to quantify 

otherwise.   

Widely used in the 

field of 

environmental 

economics and 

has been 

increasingly 

applied to heritage 

sites in the last 

two decades.   

Contingent valuation could be 

applied to 3D assets in order to 

get a ‘value’ for an asset. 

However, the high cost of 

deploying such a questionnaire in 

a robust manner reduces the 

potential strategic value of the 

technique. 

X X 

Choice 

modelling 

(Choice 

experiments) 

Choice modelling comprises a family 

of techniques including choice 

experiments, contingent ranking, 

contingent rating and paired 

comparisons.  Choice modelling can 

be used to estimate both economic 

and non-use values for cultural 

assets.  It is a hypothetical method, 

which requires individuals to make 

choices based on a hypothetical 

scenario.  Unlike contingent 

valuation, it does not directly ask 

respondents to state their values in 

financial terms; rather the 

respondents are asked which 

scenario they prefer.  Values are 

inferred from the hypothetical 

choices that the respondents make.   

Originally 

developed in the 

field of marketing.  

It is the most 

recent of the 

econometric 

techniques to be 

applied to heritage 

assets. 

Choice modelling holds the most 

promise for capturing the value 

that visitors hold for 3D assets. A 

carefully tailored questionnaire 

could be deployed that could yield 

a ‘monetised’ value for the 3D 

assets. 

 

Choice modelling can also be 

used a strategic tool to determine 

user interest in and acceptance of 

3D technology prior to 

deployment. 

X X 

 

Table 1: A comparison of valuation methods that may be applicable to 3D assets at heritage sites  

10 Measurement methods 

The review shown in Table 1 highlights the range of methods that can be used to assess the ‘value’ of 3D 

heritage assets.  It is apparent that the financial methods have a role to play if stakeholders wish to 

pursue a purely commercial focus and require a financial return on their investment.  However, 

conventional analyses do not capture the multiplicity of values that people may have for 3D heritage 

assets. The Cost Benefit family of methods can in some instances integrate non-market values into their 
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framework, this therefore does allow these techniques to be used as a mechanism to determine the 

potential viability of a 3D deployment. 

The revealed preference techniques are a poor mechanism for the capture of the value of such digital 

assets.  The stated preference techniques with their ability to capture non-market values make them 

eminently suitable for capturing the value of 3D assets.  The contingent valuation method has been 

widely applied to the heritage sector but the cost of conducting a robust survey does make this method 

more suited to one-off assessments. 

However, from a strategic perspective the choice modelling family of methods holds considerable 

promise for application to the analysis of 3D assets in the cultural heritage sector. 

Choice modelling comprises a family of techniques including choice experiments, contingent ranking, 

contingent rating and paired comparisons. These techniques have their origins in marketing research 

and transport where they were used to measure preferences for different characteristics or attributes of 

a multi-attribute choice (Bateman et al. 2002).  Choice modelling is similar to contingent valuation, in 

that it can be used to estimate both economic and non-use values for cultural heritage sites.  Like 

contingent valuation, it is a hypothetical method, which requires individuals to make choices based on a 

hypothetical scenario.  Unlike contingent valuation, it does not directly ask respondents to state their 

values in financial terms; rather the respondents are asked which scenario they prefer.  Values are 

inferred from the hypothetical choices that the respondents make.  Contingent choice is particularly 

valuable for the evaluation of the outcomes of several policy options, where non-use values are 

important.  Contingent choice can be used to rank options as well as estimate financial values. 

A number of studies using choice modelling have been applied to heritage sites. For example, choice 

experiments were conducted by Alberini, et al. (2003) to assess regeneration options at St. Anne’s 

Cathedral Square, in Belfast Northern Ireland.  However, the potential of the method to allow 

researchers to value multiple attributes of a heritage site have proved ideal for assessing and valuing the 

potential for ICT. 

For example, research by Maddison and Foster (2003) attempted to place a value on the reduction of 

congestion at the British Museum.2  A number of potential solutions are proposed in an attempt to solve 

the issue of congestion including charging, and putting more artefacts on display.  Interestingly, so was 

the use of an Internet-based virtual tour of the museum.  Based on the results of the choice experiment 

the authors considered that this would not eliminate congestion, because a virtual tour would not 

provide the same levels of satisfaction as an actual visit to the site.  There was also a concern that the 

cost of technology might outweigh the benefits of reduced congestion. 

                                                           
2
 A choice experiment was conducted on 400 visitors to the museum in August 2000.  The visitors were shown 

photographs of three exhibits at their most crowded, and photos of the same exhibits when less crowded.  The survey 
implied that the crowded photos were associated with free admission, and the less-crowded photos with an 
admission charge (these were randomly chosen at £3, £6, £12, and £20).  The respondents then indicated a 
preferred option.  The authors suggest that there is an estimated congestion cost of £5.99 imposed by the marginal 
visitor.   
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This in itself is significant for the field of 3D visualisation.  A consideration for some sites wishing to 

deploy such technology could be the potential impact on visitation.  Many sites simply wish to increase 

visitor numbers, however, some highly popular site sites may wish to reduce or stabilise visitor levels to 

reduce congestion. To date no studies have been conducted on the relationship of 3D assets with 

visitation levels. Do 3D assets have a different pull compared to the standard 2D web?  

A number of choice modelling studies have highlighted the potential of the method for valuing ICT at 

heritage sites. One of the first studies to use choice experiments to measure the Willingness To Pay 

associated with ICT (specifically multimedia services) at a cultural heritage site was conducted by 

Mazzanti (2003a, 2003b) at the Galleria Borghese museum, located within the Villa Borghese Park in 

Rome.3  The survey actually valued a variety of elements, of which multimedia services was one.  The 

author used a choice experiment in which the various attributes of the site were broken down so that 

visitors could provide willingness to pay information for various hypothetical changes in the attributes.  

The two contingent valuation studies (using a payment ladder format) were carried out in order 

familiarise visitors with monetary valuation and to get information on (monetary) values attached to the 

current offerings for visit length and site conservation. 

The various services offered by the Galleria Borghese museum were described to users including: the 

entry fee and the level of conservation activity at the site.  The visitors were asked to make choices 

about: 

 Increasing the level of conservation and restoration 

 Increasing visit hours 

 The addition of multimedia services 

 The addition of multimedia services, plus a temporary exhibition. 

It was found that visitors expressed a preference for an increase in spending on conservation, for an 

increase in the level of multimedia services and a possible temporary additional exhibition 

complementary to the main one.  The visitors questioned were, on average, not prepared to pay for 

increasing the time of the average two hour visit.  

Using the figures from 2000 for paying visitors and from WTP values, the author calculated the increase 

in economic surplus, which could be derived from a supply increase (i.e. and additional temporary 

exhibition and multimedia services and a conservation earmarked fund).  The contingent valuation 

experiment revealed that the gross economic surplus, which could theoretically be captured by 

introducing new services and conservation funds, ranged between 21-121% of the direct revenue raised 

by fee charges, and between 15-88% of the total yearly economic surplus.  If such information were 

elicited by heritage sites regarding Willingness To Pay for a future 3D deployment it could yield crucial 

information which could contribute to the strategic direction of the deployment.  

                                                           
3
 The study was based on a survey carried out at the site in the summer of 2000, which collected 185 valid 

questionnaires (92% of the total conducted) after on-site interviews with visitors.  The questionnaire was composed of 
three sections: the first looked at the subject of the study, the second contained a contingent valuation questionnaire, 
and the final was a choice experiment followed by a request for socio-economic information.   
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One choice modelling research project has touched on the value of 3D assets to a heritage site. This 

study conducted by Apostolakis and Jaffry (2005) used choice modelling to value visitors’ preferences 

and their willingness to pay for hypothetical developments to Knossos Palace and the Heraklion 

Archaeological Museum in Crete.4  Six attributes were studied: advertising, congestion, promotion, 

eating and drinking facilities, and other attributes which included the “use of A/V *audiovisual+ material 

for the interpretation of the exhibits” as well as kindergarten facilities. 

Analysis of the results revealed that three factors of the hypothetical developments had a strong 

influence on potential visitation rates – congestion, kindergarten facilities and audiovisual 

interpretation.  Middle-aged tourists exhibited positive preferences for the provision of A/V 

interpretation at the Heraklion Archaeological Museum, but not Knossos Palace.  As Apostolakis and 

Jaffry (2005: 315) note, “given that more than half of tourists in Crete (52%) fall in the 31-50 age 

category.  This result suggests that the majority of tourists belonging in this age group who responded to 

the museum survey prefer the introduction of A/V material in the form of video and 3-dimensional 

representations of the museum and its exhibits.” 

The tourists’ preferences were monetised using marginal willingness to pay estimates.  From these it 

was found that at the Heraklion Archaeological Museum middle aged tourists were willing to pay €2.67 

for the provision of better A/V interpretation facilities.  These results make it clear that tourists are 

prepared to pay extra in order to find out more about heritage sites through better interpretation.   

 

11 Conclusions 

The above techniques can be divided into those which can be used by heritage sites to assess an 

implementation prior to deployment, and those which can be applied after deployment in order to place 

a value on the 3D assets being studied. 

Conventional financial analyses do have a role to play for organisations that require a financial return on 

their investment in 3D technology.  However, heritage assets (both real and virtual) hold values that 

cannot be adequately captured using simple financial analysis. In order for heritage sites to understand 

the real worth of these assets they need to incorporate these non-market values into any analysis.  

Some types of cost benefit analysis, and stated preference valuation methods such as contingent 

valuation are able to capture these non-market values, and all have been used in the heritage 

environment to varying degrees. However, choice modelling techniques appear to hold the most 

                                                           
4
 To study these, a choice experiment survey was conducted for each site.  Three hundred self-administered 

questionnaires were distributed for each site.  The questionnaires were distributed randomly in hotels across Crete.  
The survey targeted visitors as well as non-visitors to the two heritage attractions.  In total 253 usable responses 
were obtained, giving a response rate for the Heraklion Archaeological Museum of 42.7%, whereas the response rate 
for the Knossos Palace was 41.7% (Apostolakis and Jaffry 2005: 312). 
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promise for the valuation of 3D heritage assets. Using choice experiments or other choice modelling 

techniques, the value that end users place on 3D assets can be captured and even monetised.  While 

this can be used to place a monetary value on assets that are already in place, it can also be used to 

guide heritage site strategy and ascertain if visitors desire 3D visualisations at their sites.  The method 

can be used as part of a pre-deployment phase for heritage sites considering the deployment of 3D 

technologies.  In addition to producing a monetised value the choice experiment methodology may is 

appropriate for an organisation to define its strategy for the deployment of 3D objects.   
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Appendix E: The 3D Impact and Strategy Framework 

(3D-ISF): A strategic approach to impact 

measurement of 3D assets at heritage sites  

 

Introduction 

The fundamental research challenge has been to develop a coherent and robust methodology for the 

assessing and measuring the impact and outcomes of 3D applications at heritage sites and other 

contexts that would provide the conceptual and practical bases for training and embedding.  The 3D-ISF 

approach currently being developed as part of Activity 11.3 fills a gap as a tool for holistic impact 

thinking, that offers tried and tested accessible steps, with robust measures.  

The range of possible heritage sites that may wish to deploy or exploit 3D technology is incredibly 

diverse and the scale of their operations varies enormously.  One of the consistent messages from such 

organisations is the need for data regarding the impact and outcomes of 3D deployments in order to 

furnish both individual sites and the sector with information than can be used for strategic decision 

making.  Even very basic data such as financial returns and revenues are not available.  Furthermore, 

establishing the causality of the link between the 3D asset and the long-term impact is particularly 

problematic. 

Impact measurement is a means of demonstrating the benefit of the application of 3D technology 

through evidence of outcomes/impacts.  If integrated with the strategic decision making of the 

organisation this information can then be used to deliver an improved service or product; or offer better 

value (in the wider social sense) to their target beneficiaries.   

The 3D-ISF (3D Impact and Strategy Framework) approach was specifically designed to develop 

capabilities to systematically measure impacts of 3D technology in heritage organisations and also be 

used at a deeper level to support operations management and strategic decision making.  

The main focus of this appendix will be to present the 3D-ISF approach to impact measurement and 

strategic decision making. This process helps heritage site managers to conceptualise the impact 

problem; identify and prioritise impacts for measurement; develop appropriate impact measures; report 

impacts and to embed the results in management decision making.  
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12 Impact and Strategy Framework (3D-ISF) 

The 3D-ISF approach has its genesis in two related but distinctly different strands of previous research 

and practice.  The ISF approach represents the fusion of two models: the holistic site model developed 

by the University of Brighton Business School’s CUBIST Research Group, for the cultural heritage sector 

(McLoughlin et al. 2006, 2007a, 2007b).  And a holistic impact measurement model for social 

enterprises, developed by the CUBIST Research Group and Social Enterprise London, called SIMPLE 

(Social Impact for Local Economies). The SIMPLE impact model and methodology has been tried and 

tested on over 40 social enterprises through a series of three day training courses.5  Together the models 

have been tested at over 60 organisations. 

Neither of these models could however be directly used to capture the impact of 3D technology at a 

heritage site.  However, both sets of models had been proven with actual organisations and so it was 

decided to integrate elements of the various models, and add other components to create an impact 

model that was focused on the application of 3D technology to heritage sites. 

A detailed evaluation of the existing impact measurement and valuation tools was undertaken in which 

it was concluded, that despite the range of “off the shelf” methodologies available that no existing 

impact tool or measure precisely met the requirements of the heritage sector when it came to assessing 

the impact of the deployment of 3D technology. 

Therefore, the challenge is to develop a holistic impact measurement model that would work at the 

conceptual level but also, and most importantly, at a practical level to build the capabilities of heritage 

site managers to introduce their own impact measurement systems that could assess the impact of 3D 

assets and technology.   

The team drew from the results of a needs assessment and the impact tools evaluation survey to 

develop the 3D-ISF as tool to comprehensively conceptualise the impact problem, and provide an 

effective practical methodological basis for impact measurement training, help managers to 

demonstrate the value of their 3D assets to society, to support improved operational performance, 

business planning, and strategic decision making.  

                                                           
5
 The SIMPLE project which commenced in 2006 was led by Social Enterprise London and the University of 

Brighton, and was funded by the South East England Development Agency (supported by the European Social 
Fund). 
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13 3D-ISF: An impact measurement tool for business and 

strategic planning  

Despite the multitude of impact measurement techniques available to heritage site managers (see 

Appendix D: Table 1) there is a case for the bigger strategic picture to figure more strongly in impact 

measurement decision making.   

Discussions with 3D-COFORM partners and heritage mangers raised the need for a holistic practical 

impact model, one which combines impact measurement with overall strategic decision making 

considerations, accommodating internal and external dimensions of impact, as well as mission (and 

vision) and stakeholder perspectives; and one that embeds impact as a dynamic issue for management 

in heritage organisations.  

In other words, there is a case for a total systems approach to impact which delivers from 

conceptualization to detailed implementation; right through to integrated strategic decision making. 

One that also can easily accommodate, if appropriate, other more specific measurement methods such 

as those shown in Table 1 (e.g. ROI, CVM or choice experiments). While, at the same time, such a model 

should be practical, flexible and robust which gives heritage site managers ownership over their impact 

measures and develops the capabilities to implement a professional measurement and reporting 

system. 
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Figure 1: The 3D-ISF approach – summary training version  
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The approach is broadly divided into two complementary elements. The left side of the framework 

considers the strategic perspective of the organisation, while the right side encapsulates the impact 

measurement. The two elements are complementary and combine to form a holistic vision of the 

interaction between the site strategy, 3D deployment and its relationship to impact. 
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Figure 2: The 3D-ISF holistic impact model –“deeper” strategic version 

 

Figure 3 presents the deeper version of the ISF model and, most importantly, the backward feedback 

loop highlights the linkages between impact measurement and ongoing organisational planning and 

strategic management processes to achieve continuous improvement and maximize desired social 

impacts and minimize negative impacts.  

On the left hand side of the model activities (3D deployment or exploitation) are influenced by four 

drivers: the context, the strategic rationale for 3D investment, the objectives and appraisal of 3D 

investment, and the management decision making.  These are considered in more detail below. 
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14 Strategic rationale for 3D investment 

There has to be a strategic rationale for technology investment.  This is usually closely linked to the 

mission and vision for the site.  Strategy needs to underpin the management decision making at a 

heritage site.   

14.1 Vision 

Vision for investment: All investment decisions usually involve some intended innovation to enhance the 

cultural product offer.  The vision is eventually a strategic view of where the site should be and what it 

should offer.  Once this is clearly defined the exploration of the appropriate ICT for the vision can take 

place. 

14.2 Suitability   

 Strategic logic: there must be a strategic logic for the deployment of 3D technology.  
At its simplest a heritage site’s strategy revolves around three questions: where is 
the site positioned now, where does it want to be positioned and how will it achieve 
that goal.  An 3D-based solution may, or may not, be the most effective use of 
resources for achieving that goal.  While 3D technology is a powerful medium for 
communicating heritage to the public and has numerous research implications, it 
may not be the appropriate solution for all heritage sites and organisations at a 
particular moment in time.  Therefore, prior to deployment organisations need to 
make a strategic decision as to the viability of 3D technology in their particular 
context.  As the 3D-COFORM project develops, organisations considering 
implementation will be able to seek advice from the VCC (Virtual Competence 
Centre) to conduct a needs assessment and guide their decision process.  Questions 
that need to be considered include: 
- Does it fit with the objectives and mission of the site? 

- Is financial sustainability required and if so what is the potential ROI? (techniques that could be 

applied include: Return on investment predictions, payback method) 

- Is there user demand for 3D technology at the site in question? (techniques that could be 

applied include: questionnaires, choice experiments) 

 Site mission: another key question is does the particular use of 3D fit with the mission and 
values of the site? The mission can be thought of as a heritage site’s overriding purpose 
and normally is an explicit expression of the values of the organisation.  Mission of an 
organisation outlines the broad general directions that an organisation should and will 
follow.  Questions that need to be asked include: What is the site there for?  Whom is it 
serving?  Whom should it serve?  Why is it being funded?  Some organisations have a 
mission that is explicitly tied in with 3D content such as the 3D Museum 
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(http://www.3dmuseum.org).  However, most museums have a mission that is more 
general such as education, which partly reflects the impact context (the culture, the 
national system, and corporate governance and legal system) and also the power and 
interest of the stakeholders.  As a process, not least to guide an impact evaluation, it is 
useful to know who decides the mission and how it is decided.  

The objectives of an organisation represent a more specific commitment, often over a 
specified time period, consistent with the mission (this may be quantified, but this can be 
inappropriate in some circumstances).  Objectives take the generalities of the mission and 
turn them into more specific commitments: Usually this process will cover what is to be 
done and its timing.  While trade-offs may arise in objective setting, prioritisation of 
objectives should be based on the fundamental mission and values of the social enterprise. 

An organisation’s explicit mission/objectives will create a list of intended impacts and, is 
therefore the central driver of impact measurement selection, strongly influenced by 
stakeholder analysis.  

 Stakeholders:  all investments involve opportunity costs.  The potential funds that 
may be devoted to a 3D scanning campaign or other 3D project can have alternative 
uses.  It is therefore essential that stakeholders support the deployment of 
resources. 

14.3 Feasibility 

 Risk assessment: The application of 3D technology could potentially represent a risk 
for heritage sites.  For many it is an area beyond their traditional sphere of 
experience so they are reliant upon external sources of consultancy and services.  A 
typical risk factor is cost outweighing the benefits. 

 Budget: Sites have to consider if they have the budget for 3D installation and 
maintenance and/or the resources and capability to support such an installation.   

 Resources and capability: The introduction of 3D requires numerous new skills.  
Heritage sites need to establish what resources and capabilities they have for such a 
deployment.  Do they have any skills in house or will the entire project (or part of 
the project) need to be outsourced?  Many of the questions regarding the feasibility 
of 3D technology at heritage sites will be addressed through the VCC-3D.  When 
established this will provide relevant information to heritage sites who are 
considering using 3D and so improve the strategic decision making process. 

 

http://www.3dmuseum.org/
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15 Management decision making 

The management decision-making element is another key component that influences impact.  There are 

three components within this element; technology management, the financial and business models, and 

the marketing strategy. 

15.1 Technology strategy 

Cultural heritage sites should have a continuous review of technology strategy (e.g. Web strategy) that 

can support the cultural offer. 

15.2 Technology management 

Technology management is a multi-faceted area: 

 Technology project management: There are numerous considerations to be made 
when managing a 3D technology project.  For example does the project meet the 
heritage site's vision?  Is there a clear objective?  As Soren (2005: 143) notes “clear 
objectives and values help curators take ownership of a project, and feel responsible 
for whether it succeeds or fails.”  It is necessary to liaise with external partners and 
with internal players).  Few heritage sites have the skills in-house to conduct a 3D 
scanning campaign. Not all heritage sites have the luxury of having full-time staff 
devoted to ICT management.  These sites may have to purchase these skills from 
outside consultants.  The following factors are also integral with technology 
management: 

 Management ‘buy-in’: Much work has been conducted in the commercial 
business sector that shows that the lack of senior management buy-in is one of 
the biggest reasons for the failure of technology projects.  This is extremely 
important in the cultural heritage sector because there can still be reticence to 
the use of information technology in what is still a sector with traditional origins.  
Without management buy-in projects could fail before deployment or could 
have insufficient resources for successful deployment, leading to negative 
impressions by visitors.  In the case of the British Museum 3D exhibition ‘The 
Mummy: The inside story which ran between 2004 and 2004 strong 
management buy-in and leadership were essential for the success of the project 
(A. Shaw pers. Comm.) 

 Leadership: Closely related to the above is leadership.  Leadership for an 3D 
deployment at a heritage site exists at two levels; the strategic leadership that 
drives the overall conceptualization, and the IT project leadership that manages 
the actual day-to-day running of the project.  Strong strategic and project 
leadership can greatly enhance its chances of success.   
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 Design, installation and implementation: When visitors come face-to-face with 
front-of-house 3D at heritage sites their first impression is a function of the 
design, implementation and installation of the technology.  The design of ICT 
applications is a complex area that is usually beyond the experience of heritage 
site personnel because so many different skill-sets are required (ICT 
development, graphic design, ergonomics, etc).   

 The quality of the implementation drives the potential impacts: An exceptional 
use of technology can be let down by poor design, location, and implementation 
(both at a physical site and over the internet).  Alternatively, lack of funding may 
result in poor design because shortcuts were made.  This is important because 
considerable evidence points to cultural tourists as being increasingly 
sophisticated visitors.   

15.3 Financial and business models 

 Financial/business models: In the past many heritage sites have been caught out by 
the lack of coherent, sustainable business models.  Capital funds and grants have 
been devoted to projects but less consideration has been devoted to the 
sustainability of the project.  There is evidence that this is slowly beginning to 
change – many funding bodies now require evidence of sustainability and business 
planning before they grant capital funds to projects.  For example, in the UK funders 
such as the Heritage Lottery Fund and English Heritage now require sustainability 
plans for the projects they fund.  There are numerous considerations for financial 
and business models, such as charging for specific exhibitions, developing 
exhibitions with the potential to tour and so gain extra revenue, or more imaginative 
models such as sharing development costs in return for a percentage of the revenue.  
3D–COFORM will consider these issues. 

15.4 Marketing Strategy and Target Audiences 

 Marketing strategy: ICT deployments do not exist outside of a business system.  If 
visitors are not motivated to go to the physical or virtual heritage site in the first 
place then the impact of the 3D deployments can be reduced.  A significant 
investment in 3D might form the basis of a marketing campaign.  This can increase 
awareness and therefore have a considerable influence on the scale of the impacts 
and outcomes.   

 User evaluation and research: Heritage sites have a long tradition of conducting 
research on their visitors to determine user satisfaction.  Visitor/user surveys or 
interviews are and well understood by heritage sites.  There is also considerable 
external consultancy in this field available to sites.   There is therefore a well-
established mechanism that heritage sites can use to determine the usability and 
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acceptance of technology at heritage sites.  Furthermore, user evaluation can be 
used to support marketing research. 

16 Specific objectives and appraisal of the technology 

investment 

Purpose of technology investment:  This is fundamental for understanding the impact of 3D 

deployments.  3D investment reflects cultural product innovation and can provide a basis for a ‘new 

offer’.  There can be a wide range of reasons for the deployment of visitor-facing 3D applications at 

heritage sites.  These can include: 

 Enhancing the user’s experience 

 Increase visitor numbers 

 Enhancing educational impact, or 

 Some combination of the above.   
 

A key question that managers often want answered is ‘has the investment achieved this aim?’  The 

objectives of a project are key to determining what impacts should be assessed. 

The essence of appraisal is the anticipation of costs and benefits.  The initial capital cost 
outlay can be estimated as can the potential social returns and benefits.  The 
anticipated costs may be assessed through the use of Return On Investment (ROI), and 
Net Present Value (NPV) calculations.  It is essential to consider both the capital and 
operating costs for a deployment.  These assessments can then be compared to the 
potential anticipated benefits that the use of ICT may entail.  Once a project is running 
the impact measures can be used to provide data on the actual return. 

It will be possible to integrate the information gained from the 3D-COFORM deployment exercises into 

the strategic side of the 3D-ISF framework and use this as a holistic training tool for managers wishing to 

deploy 3D technology. 

 

17 Impacts and outcomes 

The right side of the 3D-ISF framework is concerned with impact and outcome assessment and 

measurement.  The impacts and outcomes are classified into categories. 

The 3D-ISF model re-classifies impact categories, moving from the commonly termed triple bottom line 

to a quadruple bottom line (4BL). The triple bottom line typically includes the financial (including in this 
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case economic) performance plus the social and environmental impacts. The quadruple bottom line 

shown in the figure below emphasises the role of the individual in the appreciation of 3D technology.   
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18 Mapping impact: applying the logic model 

Mapping impacts helps to more precisely and systematically identify the linkages between outputs, 
outcomes and impacts of heritage sites.  This approach utilises an organizational impact mapping 
methodology derived from the long established Logic Model (e.g. Wholey 1979).  This method provides 
a graphical representation of multiple outputs, outcomes and eventual impacts as a practical basis for 
developing impact measures.  It is a chain of connection which logically states how an organisation’s 
activities are expected to achieve desired results.  Mapping (Logic Model) is presented in the following 
logical flow diagram: 

 

Activities Outputs Outcomes Impacts

 

 

Figure 1: Mapping impacts using the Logic Model 

The key four components of the MAP IT process are explained below:  
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 Activities: What are the products, projects or processes that allow the heritage site to fulfill your 

objectives?   

 Outputs: What is produced as a direct result of these actions?  Generally depict completion of 

activity. 

 Outcomes: What benefit or change is accomplished, in the short term, as a direct result of the 

output?   

 Impacts: What the organisation is able to achieve over the long-term as a result of combined 

outcomes. 

19 Measuring impact using impact indicators  

The users draw up a checklist of desired/perceived impact measures which emerge from the conceptual 
and strategic analysis.  Impacts have been divided into groups in order to make their assessment more 
coherent.  This ‘bottom line’ comprises individual, economic, social, and environmental impacts.  
Managers need to prioritise the impact categories for measurement.  For example, if economic impact is 
not a priority then there is no need to devote resources to measuring it. 

All heritage sites and deployments within those heritage sites generate impact, positive or otherwise, in 
each of the four impact areas.  One way of assessing this impact is to use an indicators based approach. 
A Key Impact Indicator or KII is a quantifiable metric that an organisation can develop to help 
understand and gauge its performance and impact.   

Key Impact Indicators (KIIs) are used to ‘value’ difficult-to-measure activities such as the engagement 
with beneficiaries, service level standards, and satisfaction with the product or service.   

Based on the 3D-COFORM deployment testing that will take place in 2010 indicators will be developed 
for the different testing scenarios.  These indicators will then be used to form a bank of indicators that 
will be made available to the heritage community through the VCC-3D. 

The measurement framework is however, eminently flexible, if an indicators based approach is 
inappropriate then other measurement techniques (such as those examined in Appendix D) can be 
substituted. 

The key issue is that the measurement or assessment criteria used are appropriate to the context of the 

particular site and 3D technology being assessed. 

19.1 Collect the data  

This step revolves around the collection of the data and how to do it.  The methods used should be 
decided on (such as internal records/questionnaires/surveys, etc).  This would also be an appropriate 
time to review management systems in regard to the collection of data in the future.  Systems and 
procedures need to be established for data collection. Responsibility for collection of data needs to be 
set, in conjunction with time targets. 
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19.2 Comprehend and communicate 

Comprehension is achieved through the analysis of the impact data.  This is also an appropriate time to 
review the indicators chosen and assess their usefulness.  It is also essential that the lessons learnt from 
the analysis are communicated in a targeted way to the relevant stakeholders.  The results should also 
be compared with past performance benchmarks. 

19.3 Change  

The framework involves the feedback of the analysis of impact data into the strategic, operational and 
business processes of the site.  This crucial components is so often omitted.  This is the most important 
reason for sites to conduct impact analysis – to see if the organisation can be improved.   

Consideration should also be given to questions such as is the mission is being met?  Are 
perceived/desired impacts being achieved?  Are the stakeholders satisfied?  With all this information it 
should be possible to conduct a strategic/operations review, and propose changes for the future. 

Consider new strategies, business processes, systems and organisation.  The potential for new 
investment in areas such as technology should also be evaluated. 

20 Conclusions 

The 3D-ISF holistic impact measurement model provides a both a conceptual and practical approach to 

measuring impact.  The model offers managers a practical methodology for developing impact measures 

specific and relevant to their own organization.  It guides them through the thought processes of 

conceptualising impact; identifying and prioritising impacts for measurement; developing specific 

measures, reporting impacts and embedding the process in management decision making.  The model 

initially formed the basis of the EPOCH holistic site impact model for cultural heritage and the SIMPLE 

training methodology for social enterprise and which together have been tested on over 60 

organisations.  This has shown that the underlying principals of the 3D-ISF methodology can be adapted 

to all organizational sizes and enterprise sectors and is an enabling model in that the specific measures 

are selected by each organization.   

Furthermore, this paper drove impact measurement, through the various steps to tailored indicator 

design which are most relevant and practical for managers to implement. However, being a holistic, 

non-prescriptive tool, 3D-ISF can easily accommodate other measurement methods (such as CVM or 

ROI) depending on a heritage site’s priorities, purpose, resources, and capabilities.  

The 3D-ISF model had already been used in an ex-post study of the deployment of 3D technology at the 

British Museum (this will form part of the next deliverable).  It will be used in the forthcoming 3D-

COFORM campaign of deployment testing that will take place in 2010. 
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The 3D-ISF method could in the future form the basis of an integrated strategic management, impact 

training and consultancy for the deployment of 3D technology in the heritage sector.  

 

 

 

 


